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This study aimed at assessing the role of financial institutions on the success of SMEs in the country. Though the success of SMEs have been linked to the accessibility of financial services by various scholars, yet the way financial institutions influence success of SMEs has never been explored. To undertake the study ten financial institutions were involved which included commercial banks, microfinance institutions  and SACCOs. A total of 95 SMEs were randomly selected from a population of 93430 SMEs found in Dar es Salaam region. Two sets of questionnaires were constructed one set for SMEs owners and other for the financial institution.

The responses of the participants were analyzed using the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS). The study found that financial institutions have little influence on SMEs financing because most of SME owners or managers frequently used retained earnings or profit (self-financing) and funds from relatives/friends to finance their business as a source of finance.
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It is now increasingly recognized that the Small and Medium Enterprises play an important role around the world. Small and medium-sized enterprises are considered to be one of the principal driving forces in economic development. They stimulate private ownership and entrepreneurial skills, the greater likelihood that SMEs will utilise labour intensive technologies and thus have an immediate impact on employment generation, they can usually be established rapidly and put into operation to produce quick returns, SME development can encourage the process of both inter and intra regional decentralisation and they may well become a countervailing force against the economic power of larger enterprises. More generally the development of SMEs is seen as accelerating the achievement of socio-economic objectives, including poverty alleviation and help in diversification of economic activities (Szabo, 1996)
 
SMEs development process continues to be in the forefront of policy debates in both developing as well as developed countries in creating jobs and competitiveness. In Europe, SME represents about 99.8% of all enterprises in 2003, in which these SMEs employs about two third of the workforce in Europe and generate more than a half (57.3%) of its value added. (Schmiemann, 2006). 

Furthermore, in Asian Pacific economies, the SMEs accounts about 90% of the enterprises in which they constitute the backbone of this region because between 32 and 48% of the SMEs contribute for the employment and between 60 and 80% contribute for the gross domestic product (GDP) in individual Asia Pacific economies.  Also the United States economic performance has been stimulated by the creation of the SMEs in which they accounted for 43% of the job creation between 1990 and 1994.(UN/ECE Secretariat, 1997). In Africa, the SME sector accounts for almost 90% of all the enterprises, in which they are located in both the rural and urban areas, whereby they provide more equitable distribution of income in all areas of the countries. This means that the SMEs are the main source of providing employment to the people and stimulate the development of the countries by promoting the entrepreneurship and the business skills amongst communities and strengthen the local production sector as well as the industrial base. Therefore the SMEs in Africa have been considered to be a very important engine for obtaining national development goals, such as poverty alleviation and economic growth. (Mokaddem, 2006). 

For example, in South Africa, the SMEs accounting for about 46% of the total economic activities and 84% of private employment. It is also estimated that about 80% of the formal business sector and 95% of the total business sector are considered to be the SMEs. (International Institute for Sustainable Development, Canada, 2004). 

However, Tanzania like other countries, SMEs play an important role in the process of industrialization and economic growth by significantly contributing to employment creation, income generation and catalyzing development in urban and rural areas   (Olutunla,2008). 

Other intrinsic benefits of vibrant SMEs include access to the infrastructural facilities occasioned by the existence of such SMEs in their surroundings, the stimulation of economic activities such as suppliers of various items and distribution  for items produced within and outside of country, stemming from rural urban migration, enhancement of standard of living for both employed and non employed in this sector, due to these reasons ( Ajose,2010) states that SMEs are the pivot of economic growth and first point of contact for the business world.
Since the mid-1980s, the government of Tanzania has embarked on several attempts on economic reforms which essentially entailed the shift from an administratively managed and public sector led economy to a market oriented and private sector led economy. Financial sector reforms were part of these broader economic reforms. For instance one of the attempts was the establishment of the Banking and Financial Institutions Act of 1991, which reintroducing competitive banking that was abolished in 1967. The Act provided the framework for liberalization of the banking system to increase efficiency in the delivery of financial services through competition in interest rates, elimination of administrative credit allocation, allowing the entry of both local and foreign banks in the market and strengthen the Bank of Tanzania’s role in regulating and supervising financial institutions. (BoT,1994).

However irrespective of the deregulation of the  banking sector in Tanzania, allowing the authorities to eliminate distortions in the financial markets and enhance the development of money and interbank markets through creating competitions in banking industry in the country, financial services to the SMEs remained a distant dream because restructuring of the state owned banks led to a closure of 78 branches throughout the country mostly in  rural areas (Satta,2002), leaving a huge gap between supply capabilities of the banks and the demanding needs of SMEs.

A successful financial sector reform was expected to generate a dynamic process involving substantial changes in the country’s real activities of production, exchange and finance. Sustainability of the reforms was expected to result in financial deepening, increase in the range of financial products in order to better serve the needs of the economy and enhance transformation of the economy. Therefore, the government focused on the expansion of financial services to low income people who formed the majority in the country particularly in the rural area which constitutes 70-80% of the population and comprise 90% of all the poor in Tanzania have not benefited from the financial reforms. They have largely been by passed by these reforms. Hence microfinance was found to be one strategy that would provide the necessary machinery for financial deepening but only under the condition that it is an integral part of the financial system.

In this case the Government initiated an important action to the Microfinance industry by the formulation of the National Microfinance Policy in 1996. However, in 2001 the government of Tanzania in collaboration with the donor community started to implement a rural financial programme to reinstate the rural financial services (RFSP, 2002). This gave rise to the current member-based microfinance institutions, now known as the Savings and Credit Cooperatives (SACCOs) and Savings and Credit Associations (SACAs).  These motives aimed at enhancing SMEs development.

Therefore, the major concern of this study was focused solely on assessing the role of financial institutions toward the successes of small and mediums sized enterprises and came out with the proposed strategies for improvements in the area of  government, financial institutions as well as  identifying some of the gaps in our knowledge  related to finance in small enterprise development.

1.2 Problem Statement
The participation of the majority of the citizens of Tanzania in the modern economy continues to be limited. To a large extent the economy still remains in the hands of foreigners and a few Tanzanians. Among the reasons that have restricted their effective participation in the economy includes lack of capital (access to finance) to finance productive projects.
Furthermore, banks and other financial institutions are often reluctant to lend the SMEs due to a lack of collateral this hampers  the ability of small enterprises to raise finance, information asymmetries ,market uncertainty and higher transaction costs related to serving distant customers have restricted the flow to finance to SMEs (URT-National Economic Empowerment Policy, 2009).

The banking system in Tanzania has a very limited level of penetration in the rural areas in this case most SMEs are unreached as more than 80% population is located in rural areas. Most bank branches are located in urban areas with high population densities and high market activity. For instance, among the 35 banks and financial institutions currently operates within the banking sector, only four commercial banks that have nation wide branch networks have established a presence in rural financial markets but mainly indirectly via links with financial NGOs and SACCO’s (TBA Report, 2008).

To address the above problem, the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania  took the initiative to restructure major banks and financial institutions in 1996, which included the restructuring and downsizing of the National Bank of Commerce and the recapitalization of the Co-operative and Rural Development Bank through selling of shares to the general public as well as introduction of new local and foreign banks in which competition has been enhanced, resulting into improvement of quality and quantity of financial services and products offered. The government has also established the National Micro-finance Policy in 2000, the Co-operative Societies Act in 2003 and the National Economic Empowerment policy in 2004. All these initiatives were met to enhance growth and development of SMEs.

Despite of the fact that, there have been inadequate financing services deliveries to SME sector for over a decade now. Yet there is no enough empirical evidence in the country related to financial institutions contributes to the development of small and medium enterprises in Tanzania.

Therefore, this study explores the role of financial institutions and services delivery on the success of small and medium enterprises in Tanzania.

1.3 Objectives.
1.3.1 General research objective
The broad objective of the study was to assess the role of financial institution on success of small and medium enterprises in Tanzania and formulate appropriate strategies for improving their financial performance

1.3.2 Specific research objectives
In order to achieve the general objective, the research set out to achieve the following specific objectives :
i.	To evaluate the impact of loan on small and medium enterprises performance.
ii.	To identify factors that influence small and medium enterprises in deciding on source of finance.
iii.	To  assess financial based problems facing small and medium enterprises
iv.	To develop strategies that can improve small and medium enterprises to access finance in Tanzania

1.4 Research questions
i.	What is the impact of loan on small and medium enterprises performance?
ii.	What factors influence small and medium enterprises in deciding sources of finance?
iii.	What financial based problems face small and medium enterprises in Tanzania?
iv.	What strategies need to be adopted to enable small and medium enterprises to access finance?

1.5 Significances of the study
The study is expected to provide an insight of the role of financial institutions on the success of small and medium enterprises in Tanzania. Financial institutions play a catalytic role of boosting SMEs. Normal SMEs use two source of finance; internal or external sources of financing. The internal funds are always insufficient to undertake the required level of business hence the call is always made for external finance from relevant financial institution to fill the financial gap.

Over the years the failures of SMEs have been linked to the inability to access finance from financial institutions. This study is therefore, important on providing empirical evidence about the role of financial institutions on success of small and medium enterprises. Because without such evidence no concrete strategies can be drawn regarding the development of SMEs.

1.6 	Scope of the Study
This study was limited to banks and other financial institutions for instance SACCOs and microfinance, loan beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries of small and medium enterprises in Tanzania who are engaged in different economic activities. The study was carried out in three districts namely; Ilala, Temeke, and Kinondoni. The study focused on these Districts because the largest number of small and medium enterprises, banks and other financial institutions are found in these Districts. Furthermore the study was confined to the three Districts because of time and financial constraints.
1.7 Layout of Dissertation
This dissertation is organized in five chapters. Chapter one provides a general introduction to the study. Chapter Two presents a literature review. This chapter provides conceptual definitions; scholarly work on support provided by financial institutions to SMEs is reviewed. In addition, the literature review enabled a conceptual framework for solving the problems and analyzing data to be developed.









This chapter presents conceptual definitions of financial institutions and small and medium enterprises (SMEs).  Literature review is also done on the development of financial institutions and success of SMEs, Scholarly work done within and out of Tanzania is reviewed. The chapter proposes a conceptual framework on problems besetting SMEs and a possible way forward.

2.2 Conceptual Definitions
Entrepreneurs: are people undertaking economic risk to create a new organization that will apply new technology or innovative process to generate value to others (Schramm, 2006).

Financial Institutions (FIs): are businesses whose principal assets are financial assets or claims, stocks, bonds and loans instead of real assets such as buildings, equipments and raw materials (Saunders, 1994).

SMEs: There is no universally accepted single definition of SMEs as various bodies, organizations and institution have advanced different definitions (URT, 2003).

Access to finance: is defined as getting adequate and affordable financing over a suitable timescale (Tagoe et. al. 2005).

2.3 Critical Review on the Theories Based on the FIs Growth and Success of SMEs
Development analysts and practitioners have long been interested in the contribution of development of the financial institutions, growth and success of SMEs. Among the early contributors to the theory is Joan Robinson (1952) who argues that “where enterprise leads finance follows meaning that finance does not cause growth but rather, it responds to demands from the real sector. Robert Lucas (1988) also dismisses finance as an “over-stressed” determinant of economic growth. On the other hand, Merton Miller (1988) argues “that the financial markets contribute to economic growth is a proposition too obvious for serious discussions.”  Goldsmith (1969) and McKinnon (1973) all saw the importance of the finance growth nexus in understanding economic growth. Finance has a prominent role in the endogenous growth theory, through its positive impact on the levels of capital accumulation and savings Romer (1986).

However, recent literature suggests the emergence of a consensus on the vital importance of financial institutions development in facilitating and sustaining growth. The last two decades have witnessed an explosion of empirical studies testing the finance growth nexus using cross-country and other data and new econometric tools. Despite the absence of complete unanimity of results, a number of observations, backed by empirical evidence, have emerged. Levine (2004) summarizes as follows; countries with better functioning banks and financial markets grow faster because it enables the external financing constraints that impede SMEs expansion to be reduced, in so doing creates an environment for SMEs’ success or growth.

Furthermore Levine (2004) believes that the most important role of the financial sector in facilitating growth is to reduce information, enforcement, and transaction costs. This is achieved through a number of specific functions that the financial sector performs, therefore he identified five key functions that a financial system provides in facilitating growth such as mobilizing and pooling savings, producing information ex ante about possible investments and allocating capital, monitoring investments and exerting corporate governance, facilitating the trading, diversification and management of risks and facilitating the exchange of goods and services. Through these functions, financial sector development facilitates economic growth not only by promoting private sector or SMEs development, but also by supporting the public sector to invest in infrastructure and by enabling households to invest in human capital and benefit from consumption Claessens and Feijen (2006).

According to Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1998),   in a sample of 30 developed and underdeveloped countries  taken found countries that have developed financial and legal systems foster firm’s access to external financing and firm growth. They believe that well-functioning legal and financial institutions enable firms’ ability to get external finance that ultimately raises firm’s growth opportunities.

Furthermore, Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1998) argued that underdeveloped financial system amplifies the magnitude of market imperfections in terms of information asymmetry and transaction costs which prevent firms to grow. And at the same time makes firm financially constrained, for which it is complex or too expensive to get external finance and forced to limit its investment options, and hence its growth.

Financial institutions development also disproportionately affects on small firms. Beck et al (2008) besides confirming the aforementioned views, also suggest that financial institutions development boosts growth of SMEs that rely heavily on external finance by reducing the transaction costs and informational barriers and supports more the industries that comprises of small firms. Beck and Demirguc-Kunt (2008) confirm this view by adding not only small firms face higher financial constraints but also these obstacles have almost twice the effect on small firms relatively on large firms. They examine the firm’s characteristics that determine the faced financial obstacles and find that size, age and ownership predict financial obstacles best.

2.3.1 The Impeding and Interactive Issues of FIs towards Success of SMEs.
SMEs in developing countries are considered to be too unstable by banks to invest in. Due to this instability, the banks consider SMEs to have high risk and the costs to monitor the activities of the SMEs are always high. Bhattacharya, et al. (1997)  argue that formal financial institutions (banks) are reluctant to lend to SMEs since investing in SME activities is considered by banks to be very risky. They find it risky in the sense that if invested in, in an event of unfavourable business conditions, they have low financial power, low asset base, and easily go bankrupt.

Furthermore, they argue that the collateral demanded by banks for a loan is based on fixed assets and hinders SMEs business owners to acquire loans.  Also another the major setback that prevents SMEs to get funding from external sources is the problem of information asymmetry.

Another impediment factor according to (Otero et al 1994) banks also use cash flows and profitability to measure the worthiness of a business. This is a very expensive and, not a good method to measure the credit strength of rural and peri-urban SMEs because in rural area production and distribution influenced by social factors that are often neglected by enterprises in developing countries.

 Also another impediment is interest rates charged by a financial (credit) institutions, it is seen as having a dual role of sorting potential borrowers  or SMEs (leading to adverse selection), and affecting the actions of borrowers or SME owners (leading to the incentive effect). Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), interest rates thus affect the nature of the transaction and do not necessarily clear the market. Both effects are seen as a result of the imperfect information inherent in credit markets. Adverse selection occurs because lenders would like to identify the borrowers most likely to repay their loans since the banks’ expected returns depend on the probability of repayment. In an attempt to identify borrowers with high probability of repayment, banks are likely to use the interest rates that an individual is willing to pay as a screening device.

However, borrowers willing to pay high interest rates may on average be worse risk takers. This is due to the fact that as the interest rate increases, the riskiness of those who borrow also increase, reducing the bank’s profitability. The incentive effect occurs because as the interest rate and other terms of the contract change, the behaviour of borrowers is likely to change since it affects the returns on their businesses.

Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) show that higher interest rates induce SMEs to undertake business with lower probability of success but higher payoffs when they succeed (leading to the problem of moral hazard). Since the bank is not able to control all actions of borrowers due to imperfect and costly information, it will formulate the terms of the loan contract to induce borrowers to take actions in the interest of the bank and to attract low risk borrowers.

Credit rationing in credit markets, adverse selection and moral hazard arise because in the absence of perfect information about the borrower, an increase in interest rates encourages borrowers with the most risky businesses, and hence least likely to repay, to borrow, while those with the least risky businesses cease to borrow. Interest rates will thus play the allocative role of equating demand and supply for loanable funds, and also affect the average quality of lenders’ loan portfolios. (Stiglitz & Weiss 1981).
An increase in interest rates negatively affects the borrowers by reducing their incentive to take actions conducive to loan repayment. This will lead to the possibility of credit rationing. Bell (1990) demonstrates that incomplete information or imperfect contract enforcement generates the possibility of loan default and eventually problems of credit rationing. The result is loan supply and implicit credit demand functions, both of which are simultaneously determined. The role of risk in allocation of credit through its effect on transaction costs, therefore, becomes important in incomplete credit markets.

2.3.2 Characteristics of Financial Markets in Developing Countries
Credit markets in developing countries have mainly been characterized by the inability to satisfy the existing demand for credit in SMEs. However, in case of the informal sector the main reason for this inability is due to the small size of the resources it controls and for the formal financial sector the reason is not an inadequate lending base due to difficulties in loan administration like screening and monitoring, high transaction costs and the risk of default. (Aryeetey, 1996b).

Furthermore financial markets are characterized by information asymmetry, agency problems and poor contract enforcement mechanisms. They are mainly fragmented because different segments serve clients with distinct characteristics. Because of this, lending units are unable to meet the needs of borrowers interested in certain types of credit (Nissanke .A & Aryeetey ,1995).The result is a credit gap that captures those borrowers who cannot get what they want from the informal market, yet they cannot gain access to the formal sources. SMEs’ owner that wants to expand beyond the limits of self-finance can access to external finance. (Aryeetey et al., 1997).

According to Aryeetey (1997), fragmented credit markets (in which favoured borrowers obtain funds at subsidized interest rates, while others seek funds from expensive informal markets) develop due to repressive policies that raise the demand for funds. Unsatisfied demand for investible funds forces credit rationing using non interest rate criteria, while an informal market develops at uncontrolled interest rates. Removing these restrictive policies should therefore enable the formal sector to expand and thereby eliminate the need for informal finance.

When there is imperfect information on creditworthiness, cost of screening, monitoring and contract enforcement among lenders, results in market failure due to adverse selection and moral hazard, which undermines the operation of financial markets. As a result, lenders may resort to credit rationing in the face of excess demand.

The existence of informal finance resulted from the excess demand which excluded from formal finance therefore informal sector finance develops in response to the formal sector controls. Looking at the role of informal financial sectors in Ghana, some scholars have attempted to investigate factors that motivate the private sector to conduct financial transactions in the informal financial sectors (Aryeetey and Udry ,1997).

The informal and formal sector offer similar products that are not entirely homogeneous, implying that both sectors cater for the needs of easily identifiable groups of individuals and businesses, but at the same time serve sections of the total demand for financial services. However, participants from either sector may cross to the other depending on factors like institutional barriers, availability of credit facilities and the ease of physical access.

Another important factor of both formal and informal markets relates to penalties. In the absence of formal contract enforcement mechanisms, both formal and informal institutions rely on lending practices that emphasize loan screening rather than monitoring, which appears to suggest more concern with adverse selection than moral hazard. Differences emerge in the methods used by formal and informal institutions. Whereas formal lenders rely more on project screening, informal lenders rely more on the character and history of the borrower, particularly on personal knowledge of the borrower. Loan monitoring is rarely done by informal lenders due to the lenders’ knowledge of borrowers, while in the formal market it is mainly due to lack of facilities. Transaction costs are generally lower in informal markets than in formal ones (Udry, 1994).

Financial markets in African countries are characterized by imperfect and costly information, risks, and market segmentation, resulting in credit rationing. This is one of the underlying factors in the coexistence of both formal and informal credit markets serving the needs of the different segments of the market.

2.3.3 Loan Screening, Monitoring and Contract Enforcement
Unlike formal finance, informal lenders often attach more importance to loan screening than to monitoring the use of credit. Screening practices often include group observation of individual habits, personal knowledge by individual moneylenders and recommendations by others, and creditworthiness. In group lending programmes, members are made jointly liable for the loans given. The joint liability plus the threat of losing access to future loans motivates members to perform functions of screening loan applicants, monitoring borrowers and enforcing repayment. Investigations of the effect of intra-group pooling of risky assets show that groups exploit scope and scale economies of risk by pooling risks and entering into informal insurance contracts, (Zeller, 1998). In group lending, the financial intermediary reduces the recurrent transaction costs by replacing multiple small loans to individuals by a large loan to a group. This enables financial intermediaries to bank with poor loan applicants who would not receive any loans under individual loan contracts due to excessive unit transaction costs.

One of the most important rationales for group lending is the information and monitoring advantages that member based financial institutions have compared with individual contracts between bank and borrower. The main argument in the rationale is that in comparison with distant bank agents, group members obtain information about the reputation, indebtedness and wealth of the applicant. They are also able to use social sanctions to compel repayment. However, it has been shown that a number of factors may undermine repayment performance of group lending under joint liability. These include reduced repayment incentives for individual borrowers where other members default, and the incentive to borrow for riskier projects under group based contracts. There are strong incentives for individuals with similar risk characteristics to form credit groups (Zeller, 1998).

2.3.4 Distinctive of Informal Finance in Developing Countries
A large part of financial transactions in developing countries occur outside the formal financial system. Informal finance has been referred to all transactions, loans and deposits occurring outside the regulation of a central monetary authority, like savings and credit associations, rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs), professional moneylenders, relative and friends, as well as cooperative societies Three types of informal units in developing countries have been identified: savings mobilization units with little or no lending; lending units that do not engage in any savings; and those units that combine deposit mobilization and lending (Udry, 1994). However, while informal financial units develop their market niches and have different reasons for selecting a particular segment of the market, they tend to have similar fundamental practices in the administration of credit, which allows for a uniform analysis. As these goals change, informal financial units change their operational structures. Studies on informal finance in Africa show that they will do well so long as the level of economic activity demands increasing financial services for groups that cannot be reached by the formal financial institutions (Chipeta and Mkandawire, 1994;).

The emergence of demand for short-term credit especially among traders and farmers will most likely lead to the development of an informal unit to meet that demand. Informal credit therefore seems to develop in response to an existing demand. Aryeetey and Udry (1994) have further observed that while credit from an individual lender to a set of borrowers may vary in terms of what package each borrower receives, the more significant variation in the informal credit market is in terms of what packages different lenders are able to offer in the market. They therefore note that differences in the loan characteristics represent different lender types.

Important lessons can be learned from the success of informal financial institutions. often the degree of flexibility and creativity in informal finance accounts for the high degree of success in such institutions. The types of services they provide mostly contrast with those offered by traditional credit programmes. These are characterized mainly by short-term and small loans, increasing discipline in terms of savings, judgement of borrower creditworthiness, and information about the borrower. Service is based on flexible arrangements to adjust to changing economic circumstances, and reducing the transaction costs to the borrowers who respond by maintaining discipline in order to sustain their access to credit. The result is a dependable working relationship between the lender and the borrowers.
Most services of informal finance are client oriented, thus reducing the transaction costs for customers, and making their services attractive despite the explicitly high interest rates. Informal lenders are also able to design their contracts to meet the individual dimensions, requirements and tastes of the borrowers (Aryeetey, 1996b). This contrasts with the formal lender practices, which charge relatively low interest rates, but often impose procedures on borrowers that substantially increase their transaction costs.

In the informal financial markets, loans and deposits are often tied, enabling individuals to increase their access to credit by improving their deposit performance. This allows participants to enhance their creditworthiness through their savings and repayment record. All these lessons emphasize the fact that financial intermediaries at the small-scale level must be prepared to offer the financial services demanded by clients if microfinance is to succeed (Schmidt and Kropp, 1987).

2.3.5 Determinants of capital structure of SMEs  
Credit availability to SMEs depends on the financial structures hence some important aspects are to be considered when deciding on their financial structure. This was postulated by Myers (1977) who determined the capital structure of SMEs. The pecking order theory was used to explain why firms will choose a particular capital structure than the other. The POT stipulates that SMEs average debt ratio will vary from industry to industry because these industries have varied asset risks, asset type and the requirements for external capital Myers (1984). Firms in one industry will have certain aspects that are common to most than to firms in a different industry (Harris and Raviv, 1991). The decisions are made taking into consideration information asymmetry, agency theory, and the signalling theory. The signaling theory describes signs and the effectiveness or how a venture will progress in an uncertain environment. The main idea behind this theory is that there is an information signal that alerts the stakeholders of what is happening in the business (Deeds et al., 1997). The success of a business in the future is determined by the availability of information to the firm. The stakeholders of a business require signals to find the way of the asymmetry of information between what is known and what is unknown (Janney and Folta, 2003). The outsiders get to know about a particular venture based on the signals it sends out. These signals need to be favourable because it is from it that potential investors will be informed and thus show the intention to invest in the venture. The cost of equity will be high when poor signals are noticed by outsiders and this will restrain potential investors. Firms get access to venture capital when they have a good goodwill (Prasad, Bruton and Vozikis, 2000). Good signals to the outsiders of a firm can be described as equal to due diligence with reduced time and input (Harvey and Lusch, 1995). New businesses have problems in getting a favourable position in the market. Their existence is determined by their size and age. If it continues to exist, it means it is capable of maintaining its size or it is expanding. 

This of course goes with time and when they continue to exist, it means resources are acquired or unlimited. This process of gaining stability and to survive makes the firm to gain legitimacy and thus can be trusted as a successful business since it emits positive signals. Firms with unlimited resources at the infancy stage are easy to go bankrupt and die in this early stage this was postulated by Aldrich and Auster  (1986);  Freeman, Carroll and Hannan (1983).

Myers (1984) argued that external sources of funding have more moral hazard problems and consequently the demand for own or internal finances are of paramount to the firm. This moral hazard is explained by the fact that SMEs are very close entities; that is owned and or controlled by one person or few people. POT emphasizes; Ang (1991) on the use of owned capital rather than outside capital by SMEs and also explain why SMEs are denied or has a hindering factor in seeking for external sources of finance. World Bank (2002) reiterates the fact that SMEs are more likely to be denied new loans for their businesses than larger firms when in need. They consider SMEs to lack the skills to manage risk and the high transaction costs in lending to them compared to the amount that is borrowed (Hallberg, 2000).

2.3.6 Link between capital structure and financial institutions development
Capital structure show the optimal mix between debt and equity .There is the connection 
between financial institutions development and firms’ capital structure especially debt versus equity choices (Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic 1998). In this case financial development facilities affecting capital structure decisions through the reduction of the costs of external finance (Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic 2008; La Porta et al. 1997.

Recent financial research (Degryse and Ongena 2005; Petersen and Rajan 2002) highlight the importance of the availability and pricing of bank loans. In particular, Petersen and Rajan (2002) document the importance of distance in the provision of bank credit to small firms, especially in a country where the problems of asymmetric
 information are substantial.

Pollard (2003) suggests the need of contextualizing firm finance, analyzing how different geographical configurations of financial institutions affect the access to credit for firms operating locally. In general, it is suggested the idea that banks operating locally have more knowledge and control about local firms and entrepreneurs (Alessandrini and Zazzaro 1999).

According to Titman et al.(2003), a principal source of the financial constraint, influencing capital-structure, may be the existence of asymmetric information and the cost of contracting between companies and potential providers of external financing. Problems of financial constraint are potentially high in presence of a poorly developed financial system. A well-developed financial system can facilitate the ability of a company to gain access to external financing, providing cheaper finance to worthy companies (Guiso et al. 2004).

In addition (La Porta et al. 1997, 1998; Beck and Levine 2002). Suggested to account for the role of the judicial enforcement in shaping the operation of financial systems and affecting financing decisions. Specifically, the judicial enforcement is important, because the regulations governing the financial system work in the interest of investors, protecting creditors only to the extent that the rules are actually enforced. Due to the risk of default and the difficulty to get back the liquidation value of the collateral, enforcement affects the ex-ante availability of agents to provide finance.

As suggested by La Porta et al. (1998), a good legal environment protects the potential financiers against expropriation by SMEs; it raises their willingness to provide funds to firms. Thus, Giannetti (2003), the recent contributor highlighted that SMEs which have limited access to alternative source of financing due to their information opaqueness seem potentially very sensitive to the degree of development and efficiency of the financial system.

Also cross country research provided substantial evidence that small firms face larger growth constraints and have less access to formal sources of external finance, potentially explaining the lack of SMEs’ contribution to growth (Beck et al. 2008).  Institutional development helps alleviate SMEs’ growth constraints and increase their access to external finance.
2.4. Empirical Analysis of Relevant Studies
2.4.1 Empirical Studies related to other countries
2.4.1.1 Africa
According to Céline Kauffmann (2004) most African financial systems are fragmented. The “missing middle” in the pattern of size of firm is matched by one in the range of financing available. Lack of funding for SMEs has partly been made up for by micro-credit institutions, whose growth is due to the flexible loans they offer small businesses.

In Angola, Novobanco provides loans free of bank charges, without a minimum deposit and with informal guarantees (property assets and a guarantor), as well as permanent contact with loan managers. Though adapted to local needs, however, micro-credit institutions remain fragile and modest sized. As well as lacking trained staff, micro-credit institutions face limited expansion because of their limited funds. Their mainly short-term finance means they cannot easily turn the savings they collect into medium or long term loans. They are also up against the cost of refinancing through the formal banking sector and have no access to refinancing either by the central bank or by venture capital. Micro-credit institutions could be put on a firms financial footing by developing and adapting long-term savings products that exist elsewhere, such as life insurance and home-saving plans, and encouraging the setting up of specialized refinance banks such as Mali’s “solidarity bank” (Banque malienne de solidarité), or working more closely with the formal banking sector.

Some countries such as Kenya financial system display a deficiency in the range of financial instruments and lack of coordination between different financial institutions. This is consistent with the argument that credits markets in Africa are characterized by inability to satisfy existing potential customers for instance SMEs. For instance, Oketch et al (1995) conducted a study on 16 financial institutions to determine the demand and supply of credit to the SME sector. The study revealed that the demand and supply for credit have been on the increase since 1991. It also revealed that the demand has only been met by 16% of what is required. The study also revealed that although financial institutions lend to prime borrowers with collateral security, there is need for these institutions to increase their lending to SMEs.

South Africa passed two laws in early 2005 to expand the banking system to include savings and loan institutions (second-tier banks) and co-operative banks (third-tier banks) while easing banking regulations so the new comers could still be flexible in providing loans. However, commercial banks are setting up their own micro-credit services in order to remove the obstacles to access for SMEs’ to finance requires that commercial banks, micro-credit institutions, community groups and business development services (BDS) work closely together. Pushing for agreements between financial bodies and BDS suppliers will help make up for lack of capacity and reduce costs by more efficient division of labor. The BDS supplier makes the initial choice of projects on a purely technical basis and the credit institution looks at financial viability. Making loans to intermediaries (NGOs and federations of SMEs) with the job of allotting funds to members can also help cut administration costs.

In Nigeria SMEs sector is importance  to economy ,the best estimates available suggests that SMEs comprise 87% of all SMEs operating in Nigeria, although the total number of registered SMEs in Nigeria is also unknown World Bank  (2002).In this case since attainment of independence several micro lending institutions were established to enhance the development of this sector. Such micro credit institutions include the Nigerian Bank for Commerce and Industry, National Economic Reconstruction Fund, the People’s Bank of Nigeria, the Community Banks, and the Nigerian Export and Import Bank, and the liberalization of the banking sector unfortunately records indicate that the performance of SMES in Nigeria has not justified the establishment of this plethora of micro-credit institutions.

According to World Bank in 2001, a study identified poor access to finance as the most critical constraint on small and medium scale enterprises in Nigeria. In fact, 50 percent of the surveyed enterprises received external finance while 79 percent indicated lack of financial resources as a major constraint. Though the study identified poor access to finance by SMEs, the Bankers Committee at the initiative of the CBN developed an interventionist strategy called the Small and Medium Industries Equity Investment Scheme in 1999. This scheme requires banks to set aside 10 percent of their profit before tax to fund SMEs in equity participation. The pooled money has to be invested in SMEs in so doing reduces the extra risk of lending to SMEs.

2.4.1.2 Asia and Latin America
In some countries in Asia and Latin America continent financial institutions are not the only source of money for SMEs. Large firms are a major potential source of finance. Because big firms can do a lot to help SMEs get finance more easily by transferring resources (money and factors of production) and guaranteeing SME solvency with financial institutions. Links with major companies can also help SMEs get export credits, which are especially important in countries with weak institutions, since commercial partners are better informed than other creditors (especially financial institutions) about the ability of their customers to repay debts. Export credits have been proved useful in Zambia’s agro-food industry. Subcontracting is still uncommon in Africa, but has grown rapidly in South Africa since 1998, though there is increasing skepticism about it because it may confine SMEs to low-skill informal activities. Clusters of SMEs, which are very active in Asia, enable member firms to seek finance together, provide collective guarantees or even set up their own financial body. The threat of expulsion from the cluster ensures that promises are kept, which allows the network to overcome shortcomings in the legal system. Frequent interaction with financial authorities, as well as the role that reputation plays in the cluster, can greatly increase confidence between firms and financial institutions and thus make it easier to get loans and lower rates of interest. 

Working together also means firms can get supplier credits and can borrow from each other when necessary, which reduces general costs.

2.4.1.3 Europe
In Europe particularly Italy majority of firms accounted more than 95% are SMEs. While the proliferation of small-scale enterprises has often been pointed to as one of the reasons for Italy’s economic success, the limited types of external funds available to Italian companies make them prone to financing constraints. In Italy, once internal funds are depleted, the banking channel is often the only way for Italian SMEs.

In fact, capital markets in Italy are relatively undeveloped compared not only to those in the USA. Therefore, the Italian stock market is not an important source of finance in Italy. Very few Italian companies trade publicly, not even companies that are quite large.  Although its central role in the national economy, the Italian banking system was until recently state owned, heavily regulated and scarcely competitive. Up to the early 1990s, the main features of the banking industry in Italy were the results of the regulation introduced in 1936 in order to avoid banking instability Many restrictions were laid down on banks’ activity  among which the total control upon entry and exit in the industry, as well as on branching decisions.

2.4.2 Empirical Studies in Tanzania
2.4.2.1 Development of Financial Institutions 
In 1991 the Government initiated financial sector reforms in order to create an effective and efficient financial system according to the former governor of the Bank of Tanzania (Rutihinda, 1993). The principal elements of the financial sector reform included liberalization of interest rates, elimination of administrative credit and foreign exchange allocation, strengthening of the BOT’s role in regulating and supervising financial institutions, restructuring of state-owned financial institutions, and allowing entry of private banks both local and foreign. As of now, the country has 35 banks compared to only seven (7) banks existing in 1991. (TBA report, 2008)

In the same year, the Co-operatives Societies Act was formulated in order to provide the basis for the development of Savings and Credit Co-operative Societies (SACCOs) as privately owned and organized equity based institutions. The mainstream banking system expanded as a consequence of the reforms at a satisfactory pace.

Despite of the proliferation of banking institutions and the wide range of banking products and services, it seems very little attention has been paid to help SMEs’ capital enhancement and growth. BoT, (2006) .However the evidence showed the formal financial institutions find it difficult to deal with SMEs because of the lack of collateral, high incidence of defaults and high transactions costs associated with issuing of small credits (Kashuliza et al., 1998).Due to this, small businesses face a daunting obstacle whereby only few have access to regulated banks, savings and loan associations, investment funds. The level of provision of financial services to the small business sector and other sectors largely depends on the state of the financial system. Existing evidence suggests that despite the financial sector in Tanzania undergoing various development phases, growing small businesses are still constrained in terms of credit accessibility ( Satta, 2002).

Furthermore according to the study done by Shayo-Temu (1998) on the financing sources to small businesses found that only 36% of them have made attempts for credit application from financial institutions. Out of these only 9.5 % managed to get a loan from financial institutions.

2.4.2.2 The Role of Financial Institutions in Financing SMEs
Commercial Banks 
According to BFI Act 1991 commercial banks have established microfinance oriented products. In Tanzania the main commercial banks serving SMEs include Akiba Commercial Bank, Tanzania Postal Bank, CRDB Bank and National Micro Finance Bank. (Satta, 2002). These banks have the most explicit orientation towards micro finance. They have well defined strategies to expand their operations in this market (Randhawa and Gallardo J, 2003). It is obvious that these banks do not use the famous commercial lending models like the credit scoring models neither do they use the micro finance models like the Grameen models. They have their own perspective of serving this segment.

Commercial banks are seen to be very important for serving this segment because they have a wide branch network that can reach most micro enterprises. They also operate accounts, which make it possible to monitor their clients closely. Although there are limitations that commercial bank encountered for example; most of them are located in urban areas thus making it difficult to provide services to those enterprises located in rural areas. Other limitations of commercial bank lending to the SME sector in Tanzania are the lack of appropriate savings instruments to mobilize savings to the SMEs and the restrictions on withdrawals, which discourages savers who would like frequent access to their savings. Their location away from many enterprises also implies high transaction costs (National Microfinance Policy, 2000).

Non Government organization (NGO/MFIs)
Following the economic reforms, there has been financial sector restructuring that has encouraged more participation of private and NGOs in SMEs' credit schemes as stipulated in the Banking and Financial Institution of Act 1991. As such, new policy is designed which is known as credit project approach pioneered by Grameen Bank of Bangladesh was adopted in Tanzania. According to survey done by BoT in 2005 showed there is 62 NGOs. Central to this development was the quest for provision of informal credit guarantees, minimizing transaction costs and creating a cost effective delivery system (Kuzilwa et al., 1997). The approach focuses on establishing rates, which would ensure sufficient amount and prompt delivery of credit and adequate profitability for the financial intermediary. The policy, however, has resulted into better performance in the credit programs.  The evidence shows that most MFI offer credit to women and youth entrepreneurs who are operating SMEs in cities with a few operating in rural areas.

Again Kuzilwa, (2002) examines the role of credit in generating entrepreneurial activities. He used qualitative case studies with a sample survey of businesses that gained access to credit from a Tanzanian government financial source. The findings reveal that the output of enterprises increased following the access to the credit. It was further observed that the enterprises whose owners received business training and advice, performed better than those who did not receive training. He recommended that an environment should be created where informal and quasi-informal financial institutions can continue to be easily accessed by micro and small businesses.

Rweyemamu et al,(2003) evaluated the performance  and constraints facing of semi formal microfinance institutions currently providing credit in the Mbeya and Mwanza regions.  The analysis of this study revealed that the interest rates were a significant barrier to the borrowing decision. Borrowers also cited problems with lengthy credit procurement procedures and the amount disbursed being inadequate. Microfinance institutions (MFIs) which are issuing credit to SMEs include PRIDE-Tanzania SEDA,MEDA,PTF, TGTF FINCA,TYDF, Poverty Africa, Small Enterprise Fund, SELFINA, NIGP, EOTF and Plan International (Thomas, 2001)

The Village or Community bank
Village banks are community banks based credits and savings associations. The community banks are relatively new financial service providers in the country. They have the following two characteristics not common to other nongovernmental MFIs. They are licensed by the BOT to receive deposits and are therefore involved in financial intermediation they serve the SMEs communities who are the owners of the institutions.
In Tanzania for instance village or community banks include the Mufindi Community Banks, Mwanga Development Bank, Kilimanjaro Cooperative Bank (Satta, 2002)

Government Supported Programmes.
In Tanzania, there are other MFIs, which are financed by the Government as programme, BoT survey identified 95 programmes up to 2005. Some of these MFIs include;  Women  Development  Fund, Small  Industries  Development Organization, The  Youth  Development  Fund and  National   Entrepreneurship Development Fund.(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microfinance (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Microfinance​) )

Savings and Credits Cooperatives Societies (SACCOs)
SACCOs are supervised   by Cooperative department of the Ministry of Cooperative and Marketing. According  to  a survey done by BoT in 2005 there were about 1620 SACCOs registered in Ministry country wide http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microfinance (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Microfinance​) It is therefore the largest group of MFIs providing financial services to SMEs (Silvanus,2001). Among  of the distinctive characteristics of SACCOs are; the highest potential of reaching the   most  people,  SACCOs  are   relatively  easy   to   establish   and they have  simple  joining procedures less  stringent  Savings  and  loan  conditions ,  dealing with people of well known to them  and lastly SACCOs  have weaknesses in operating and administrative management, especially in the area of accounting and internal control systems. (Silvanus, 2001)

Other Informal Financial Providers
Rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs) are also an important source    of credit in the country.  They mainly provide credit to those who would likely be ineligible to borrow from other sources. ROSCAs have developed mostly in response to the lack of access to credit by SMEs, forcing them to rely on their own savings and informal credit sources for their financing.  They mostly integrate savings into their credit. However, even for members of ROSCAs, not all their credit needs can be satisfied within the associations. This implies that there is some proportion of borrowing and lending that is not catered for by either formal institutions or such associations. This is catered  by personal savings as well as borrowing between entrepreneurs and other forms of informal transactions like money lenders, money from relatives, friends and self help groups (Ndanshau, 1996)

2.4.2.3 SME Growth and Development in Tanzania
SMEs all over the world are known to play a major role in social economy development. This is apparently the case of Tanzania, where SMEs contribute significantly to employment creation, income generation and stimulation of growth in both urban and rural areas.

The importance of SMEs in economic development prompted the Government to formulate the SMEs Development Policy in 2002 after several attempts done by government, for instance a major attempt in Tanzania was undertaken in 1966 when the National small industries corporation (NSIC) was formed under the National Development Corporation (NDC). Thereafter, the SIDO was established in 1973 by act of parliament to plan, coordinate, promote and offer every form of services to small industries and another attempt was occurring around in the 1980 during the globe economic transformation when most of governments adopted reforms from the IMF and World Bank. Therefore the SMEs Development Policy in 2002 ensures that SME related components are adequately addressed, harmonized and coordinated with main focus in creation of an enabling business environment, developing of financial and non financial services and putting in place supportive institutional infrastructure. The policy focuses specifically on designing programs, reducing the cost of running SME sector, strengthening SME infrastructure and enhancing the growth of SMEs through enabling entrepreneurs to access finance from banks and financial institutions. From this reason in recent years, the country has witnessed the inclination of Commercial banks, Non-Government Organizations and other financial institutions that are doing a commendable job in promoting SMEs. Most of the financial institutions and NGOs are mainly involved in credit delivery, business training, providing general consultancy, supporting market linkages and addressing gender and environmental issues. However, most of the institutions supporting SMEs are rather weak, fragmented, concentrated in urban areas and uncoordinated (URT, 2002).

2.4.2.4 Categorization of SMEs Development in Tanzania
As postulated in the report of World Bank report (2002) that there is no and universally accepted single definition of SMEs in the world. Every country defined SMEs differently depending upon their purpose, objective and use. In the context of Tanzania SMEs policy of the 2003 provides that micro enterprises are those engaging up to 4 people in most cases family members or employing capital amounting up to Tshs 5million.The majority of micro enterprises fall under the informal sector (URT, 2003).
 
Small enterprises are mostly formalized undertaking engaging between 5 to 49 employees with capital investments from Tshs 5million to Tshs 200million.
                
Table 2.1 The Category of SME Development in Tanzania
Category	Employees	Capital Investment
Micro Enterprises	1—4	Up to 5million
Small Enterprises	5—49	Above 5mill to 200million
Medium Enterprises	50—99	200million to 800million
Large Enterprises	More than 100	More than 800million
Source: URT (2003) Small and Medium Development Policy.

Medium enterprises employ between 50 to 99 people or use capital investments from Tshs 200million to Tshs 800 million. This is may also illustrated in table 2.1 above.
2.4.2.5 Contribution of SME sector to Economy
Growth Domestic Product (GDP)
The SMEs have shown great potential for wealth creation their aggregate contribution to national income is estimated at between 35%-40% of GDP (Finseth, 1998). The SME sector is an arena where the poor not only improve their living, but also get most of their goods and services at prices they can afford. With contribution to GDP attempts to achieve significant export volume of Schumpeterian or manufactured goods are bearing fruits (Mbogoro, 1993; Luvanga and Musonda, 1993). This is different from the past when Tanzanian exports were predominantly Ricardian or traditional goods. The increase of Schumpeterian goods in the export sector is a reflection of the extent to which SME sector or entrepreneurial ventures are gaining a prominent role in the country economy. Besides export trade statistics show that the share of Schumpeterian goods is on the increase year after particularly since 1990.

The contribution of small and medium enterprises to GDP is not restricted to export sector alone for example (Omari, 1997) observed that 75% of the households in Tanzania depend on small scale informal businesses. Moreover in domestic consumer sector, we witness a wide range of products produced in the country. These includes soap, domestic appliances, pharmaceutical products ,electrical appliances, animal feeds, human food items like packaged maize meal and rice ,soft drinks ,artisan products like metal works and agricultural farm implements. Therefore it is observed that within the manufacturing sector small and medium enterprises have the potential to become pillars of industrialization (Bhalla, 1991).

Employment creation
According to informal survey in 1991 the statistic showed that there were 1.7 million
 SME businesses which employ 3 million people .This number is equivalent to around 20% of the work force in Tanzania. This result shows that unemployment is a significant problem to deal with. Because according to current statistics there are about 700,000 new entrants into the labour force every year. About 500,000 of these are school leavers with few marketable skills. The public sector employs only about 40,000 of the new entrants into the labour market, leaving about 660,000 to join the unemployed. Most of these persons end up in the SME sector, and especially in the informal sector. (NEEC, 2009)

2.4.2.6 Challenges Faced by Small and Medium Enterprises.
Despite of this sector is indeed important. It is generally recognized that to face unique challenges, which affect their growth and profitability and hence diminish their ability to contribute effectively to sustainable development.  These challenges are:

Access to Finance 
The lack of access to finance was identified as one of the most severe constraint by small and medium size enterprises in Tanzania. It was ranked the highest constraint by most established local and foreign entrepreneurs. It inhibited their capacity to expand technologically and upgrade their business (Rugumamu, 1997). Undoubtedly, this constraint signaled the presence of critical bottlenecks in Tanzania’s formal financial system and these financial institutions are considered were not entrepreneur new friendly since they tended to discriminate against the private sector. Private entrepreneurs in Tanzania resorted to financing their operations from their own savings, support from members, short term credit provide by supplies, advances  offered by buyers or loans from informal community based financial intermediaries (Hyuha et al, 1990). Similar studies in this area have shown that private entrepreneur in Tanzania during the 1970s and 1980s generated most of their investible capital sector from outside the formal banking sector. For those who continued to apply for loans from the formal financial institutions it was always a nightmare. Loan applicants were required to provide fixed property as collateral and the loan applied had to be at least equal to the value of declared assets. Also (Rajab, 1996) revealed that SME sector usually does not have credit history. This criterion poses an insurmountable barrier to all small enterprises to acquire loan from banks and financial institutions.

Technological change 
According to Mbamba (1999) argued the change of technology has posed a great challenge to small businesses. Since the mid 1990s there has been a growing concern about the impact of technological change on the work of micro and small enterprises. Even with change in technology, many small business entrepreneurs appear to be unfamiliar with new technologies. According to his observations, those who seem to be well positioned, they are most often unaware of this technology and if they know, it is not either locally available or not affordable or not situated to local conditions. Foreign SMEs still remain in the forefront in accessing the new technologies.

Markets Information
In their influential document ILO in 2001, showed lack of sufficient market information poses a great challenge to small enterprises. Despite the vast amount of trade-related information available and the possibility of accessing national and international databases, many small enterprises continue to rely heavily on private or even physical contacts for market related information. This is due to inability to interpret the statistical data and poor connectivity especially in SMEs areas. This lack of market opportunities is a key constraint for SMEs in seem as a serious problem particularly in SMEs areas and this market often has very limited purchasing power.
Environmental related 
Environmental related constraints to business include legal or regulatory frame work and
entrepreneurial culture. The process of registration is almost difficulty because BRELA which is responsible for company and trade mark registration is centralized in Dar es Salaam. The office also lack adequate expertise and facilities (World Bank, 2002). The legal frame work also limits credit accessibility for most SMEs because the land Act1999 makes it difficult to use landed property as collateral due to complex foreclosure procedure, including spouse consent (ILO 2002). Credit culture is under developed partly due to the socialist experience and to the extent that some SME operator take loans as grants.

Tax Policies and Regulations
There is uneven enforcement of tax laws resulting from ad hoc exemptions for some businesses and general lack of transparency. Well established SME, face unfair competition from tax evaders including informal operators (World Bank, 2002), also large businesses pay income taxes on their profit. However, small businesses have to pay taxes whether they make profit or loss. This is the case since for SMEs taxes are set on the basis of type of activity and approximate size rather than income. This may limit their capacity to grow. There are numerous taxes and levies, for example there are twenty seven different taxes and levies that apply to various businesses and one has to know which apply to their particular enterprise. This is just too cumbersome especially for a small business. The tax assessment and collection system is non transparent and unpredictable, giving opportunities for tax officials to exhort bribes from small business operators (Finseth, 1998).

Marketing Services
Marketing is critical to success of enterprises; the inability to develop markets outside
 their immediate locality and to compete is one of the most serious impediment to the performance of SMEs. Lack of market opportunities is a key constraint for SMEs in expanding employment and improving the quality of the job (ILO, 2001). Access to markets for SMEs operator is a serious problem particularly in SMEs areas where seasonal products food the market during harvesting time. Most operators rely on local (neighborhood) market that often the provision of marketing services (marketing research, marketing intermediation, facilitation of sub contracting arrangements) to sector is still quite limited. Since a few private SMEs and NGOs such as finance and enterprises development agency (FEDA), Private sector initiatives (PSI) and Techno serve provide marketing research services. They carry out market studies in Tanzania as well as abroad for SMEs or their associations. These services however reach a very tiny proportion of SMEs.

There are also a few marketing agencies such as the Board of External Trade (BET), Tanzania Chambers of Commerce Industries and Agriculture (TCCIA), and Tanzania Gatsby Trust (TGT).They organize local and international fairs as well as sponsoring SMEs to participate to areas where there are very few service providers active in this field and their outreach is also quite small relative to the need for their services.

Business Premises
Recent studies show that SMEs face serious problem in terms of working premises, the (ILO, 2001) study showed that as much as 60% of businesses in the informal sector operate along the streets. Particularly in Tanzania businesses are concentrated in the urban areas where it is difficulty for SMEs to acquire plot for constructing businesses premises because of bureaucracy, corruption and very limited number of surveyed plots. Due to these reason cause more SMEs  to let business premises which are very expensive.
Financial Services
Recent studies (ILO, 2001) have shown that many SMEs lack access to finance for stating operating and expanding their businesses. The estimated demand for SMEs credit was 2.5million borrowers compared to about 50000 borrowers being served currently .The largest demand for credit is in the range of Tshs 50000 to 500000. Access to formal finance by SMEs is constrained by many factor including the fact that most formal financial institutions still insist on traditional characteristics of borrower some of which being capital ,collateral capacity and character  which excludes most of the SMEs. Most of the SMEs are poor they have few valuable assets they can offer as collateral.

2.4.2.7 Initiatives Undertaken for Promotion and Development of SMEs.
The National Microfinance Policy, 2000
The National Micro Finance Policy was introduced in with the main objectives of establishing a basis for the evolution of an efficient and effective micro financial system in the country, which serves the low-income segment of the society, and thereby contributes to economic growth and reduction of poverty. The policy focuses at the provision of financial services to households, small holder farmers, and small and micro-enterprises in rural as well as in the urban sector. It covers range of financial services, including savings, credit and payment (URT, 2000). All this aimed at making banks and financial institutions become a useful instrument towards poverty reduction. As a result of this policy, many banks and other financial institutions have introduced various packages of credits and deposits. 

Micro-finance addresses the financial needs of major sector of Tanzanian population through the operation of microfinance in form of SACCOS which made under the Cooperative Societies Act, 2003 which became operational in February, 2004. In which primary activities are to mobilize savings and furnish secured and unsecured loans or credit to households, smallholder producers and market entrepreneur, micro-enterprises in rural and urban areas (Cooperative Societies Act 2003 section 22b)

Sustainable Industrial Development Policy –SIDP (1996 -2020)
This places specific emphasis on promotion of small and medium industries through the following measures: supporting existing and new promotion institutions, simplification of taxation, licensing and registration of SMEs and improve access to financial services. In addition, SIDP encourages informal sector businesses to grow and be formalized. Furthermore, the policy identifies measures to enable indigenous entrepreneurs, women, 
youth and people with disabilities to take part in economic activities. However, under this policy there some activities have been identified to be carried out these include: introduction of Export Processing Zones and continued privatization.

Business Environment Strengthening for Tanzania Programme, 2004
This focused on removing regulatory and administrative constraints on private sector or SMEs operations and ensuring that the services that government provides to the private sector are efficient and effective. The goal of BEST program is to enhance growth and development of the private sector, particularly SMEs and their participation in the economy, the purpose of BEST is to reduce the burden on doing business, including SMEs by reforming and eradicating as many procedural and administrative barriers as possible and to improve the quality of services provided by Government to the private sector.

2.4.2.8 Other Initiatives Done to Promote Small and Medium Enterprises Sector.
Formation of Associations/Organisations through SIDO
SIDO in collaboration with other stakeholders supported establishment of SME association to empower the private sector. Some of those associations include Tanzania Food Processors Association (TAFOPA), Tanzania Small Industries Organisation (TASISO) and ‘Vikundi vya Biashara Ndogo’ (VIBINDO). These associations have been useful in involving the members in all issues related to advocacy as well as accessibility to market, information, and raw material, packaging and micro credit services.

Establishment of various Institutions managed by Government
Apart from SIDO, various institutions were established to support enterprise development in Tanzania. These institutions cater for the whole enterprise sector including SMEs. These include the Tanzania Industrial Research Development Organisation (TIRDO) which supports local raw materials utilisaltion; Centre for Agricultural Mechanization Rural Technology (CAMARTEC) which is involved in promotion of appropriate technology for rural development; Tanzania Engineering and Manufacturing Design Organisation (TEMDO) responsible for machine design; Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) mandated to promote standards; Board of External Trade (BET) which is instrumental in promotion of exports mainly through trade fairs; and the Technology Transfer Centre which is active in proto-type development and promoting their commercialisation. 

Also a number of initiatives have been designed by the Government to set up funding mechanisms and schemes to address poverty and employment related problems through promoting SMEs. Such funds include National Entrepreneurship Development Fund, Youth Development Fund which is managed by the Ministry of Labour,Youth Development and Sports and the Women development Fund that is managed by the Ministry of Community Development and Women Affairs and Children. Apart from these, there are other related programmes that were established through Government/donor joint efforts including the Small Entrepreneurs Loan Facility (SELF), National Income Generating Programme (NIGP), Presidential Trust Fund and Community Development Trust Fund. Another initiative towards this direction has been the establishment of the National Micro-finance Bank (NMB), meant to cater specifically for micro enterprises.

2.5 Conceptual Framework.
This is not surprising, since financial markets or institutions in developing countries vary in a number of ways For instance; commercial bank, microfinance and SACCOs are the most important institutions discussed in this study. The framework identified some of impeding factors that prohibit SMEs not accessing financial services from financial institutions like lack of collateral, lack of entrepreneur skills, poor documentations, corruption, bureaucracy and high interest rates. These impeding factors are assumed to be major practical problems particularly in Tanzania. Due to the existence of problems in accessibility of finance to SMEs the  government induced financial reform  through financial institutions, although the pace of implementation varied, for instance government has been insisted on reduction of interest rates, credit guarantees scheme introduction of entrepreneurship skills, group lending and increase credit out reach ,creates database for SME business owners, lastly government trying to improve the regulatory environment and creating an efficient infrastructure that has implications for business competitiveness. These strategies are important for enhancement SMEs particularly in the question of financing.
 






















Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework
Source: Researcher own Design	

one of the reforms is the existence of microfinance in the financial market as described above which is now promising to reach a poor. This kind of reform essentially consists of institutional innovation on the supply side.
















This chapter gives an overview of the research methodology used in this study. The chapter describes the study area and research design adopted. It then gives a detailed description of the sample and the sampling procedure used in this study and closes with the techniques used in data collection and the methods of data analysis.

3.2 Study Area
The research conducted involved banks and other financial institutions, loan beneficiaries and non beneficiaries on which their businesses were located in Dar es Salaam region. The study carried out in Dar es Salaam because it is the commercial city of Tanzania with the largest number of businesses or small and medium enterprises and great numbers of banks and other financial institutions; also it is easy to access information from targeted population. The city comprises of three districts which are Ilala, Temeke, and Kinondoni, According to business survey of the National Bureau of Statistics in 2007, Dar es Salaam had 93430 businesses ranging from micro to large and a total of 348,568 workers of whom 64 percent were males and 36 percent were females. 

The distribution of businesses in Dar es Salaam region shows that Kinondoni District had 34,382 business establishments or 37 percent of the total businesses in the region.It is followed by Ilala District with 34,275 business establishments (37 percent) then Temeke District 24,773 business establishments (27 percent). In regard to the number of workers Ilala District had 153,147 workers or 44 percent share of the total workers in the region. It is followed by Kinondoni district with 111,380 workers (32 percent) then Temeke District which had 84,041 workers or (24 percent) of the total number of workers table below show numbers businesses and gender  in every district.





Source: Business Survey; NBS, 2007

3.3 Research Design
This study used both quantitative and qualitative techniques in data collection. The reason to use qualitative technique was because it needed descriptions and other oral evidences from the respondents. Furthermore, most of the respondents were semi-illiterate. On the other hand, quantitative data collection method (questionnaires) was designed to give me the insights of the role of financial institutions on success of small and medium enterprises.

3.4 Sample size and Sampling Techniques	
The sample for this study involved a total of 105 respondents from three districts in Dar-es-salaam region includes 95 small and medium enterprises and 10 financial institutions. Both Simple random sampling and purpose sampling technique were employed to select the 105 respondents to represent SMEs and financial institutions respectively. Of the 105 respondents earmarked for interviews, the study managed to cover 88 respondents from SMEs and 7 respondents from financial institutions (2- commercial bank, 2- microfinance and 3-SACCOs) this includes officers and managers. Below is a tabular representation and distribution of research respondents. 

Table 3.2 Distribution of the sample 






Source: Field data, 2010

3.5 Data Collection Techniques
The study utilized both primary and secondary data. For the purpose of making analysis researcher employed the following methods:

3.5.1 Questionnaire Administration
Questionnaires as a tool of information was designed and administered on the premises of the enterprises or businesses. Two set of questionnaires were employed to the interviewees. The first set of questionnaire was purposely for SMEs owners and second one for Managers of commercial bank and other financial institutions. The questionnaires were pre tested before field work. Both close ended and open ended questions were designed to facilitate the easiest of gathering information.

3.5.2 Interviews
In the interview method respondents are asked questions in order to find out what they do think about the role of financial institutions on success of SMEs. Most interview questions were unstructured. This was because interview questions arose from respondents when there was a need of getting further information.

3.5.3 Documentary review
The study reviewed different journals, articles, published and unpublished materials, magazines, statistical reports, catalogues and the like that reflects the challenges that small and mediums sized enterprises encountered in gaining access to finance. The documentary reviewed again highlighted the role of financial institutions in resolving the problem. The documentary also assisted researcher to understand different theories and empirical studies from related field.

3.6 Data Processing and Analysis
The data collected was coded and entered into Microsoft excel. After completed to insert questionnaires into excel, the researcher was further employed software known as Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) for analyzing the data. The SPSS analyzed questionnaires with many questions include both close ended and open ended questions. The package used to determine frequencies in order to analyze the number of respondents belonging to each variable. The SPSS package was then used to estimate the values of unknown parameters of the population. This SPSS programme therefore took into consideration the analyses of data to determine frequency and percentages of the respondents and finally guide researcher to draw tabulation and graphs. 

Moreover, both quantitative and qualitative methods of data analysis have been employed for purpose of clear understanding of the research problems under investigations.

3.7 Validity and Reliability
Patton (2002) states that validity and reliability are two features which any qualitative
 researcher should focus on while designing a study, analyzing the results and judging the quality of the study. Eisner (1991) further confirms this by saying a good qualitative study can help us to understand a situation that would otherwise be enigmatic or confusing; hence a good research work should hold a high degree of reliability and should be valid as well. Furthermore according to Patton (2002) in a research work, all the rights things must be measured. Care should be taken that the appropriate item is measured (validity); in addition, careful attention should be paid to how the measurement is being made (reliability). This study therefore took into consideration these two key factors during the course of the research. This work as earlier mentioned adopts a conceptual analytical framework that employs the theoretical to analyze data of the stated objectives. This was done because of the paucity of firm level data on the operations of small and medium scale firms in Tanzania. All research questions proposed tested by the available theoretical analysis and intuitive analysis of the historical evidence on the performance of SMEs within the period under review. Also, the results from the survey conducted used to evaluate the validity of the proposed research questions and it will also be compared with historical evidence presented in the work of earlier conducted researches.

Furthermore, the triangulation approach is employed in the study to enhance data validity. Triangulation means using different methods to gather information such as semi-structured interviews, focus groups and secondary sources Smith and Morrow, (1996). However, Denzin and Lincoln (2000) cited scholars who contend that ‘triangulation is not a tool or a strategy of validation, but an alternative to validation.

3.8 Limitation of the Study



















STUDY FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the study findings and analysis of data collected in the field. The results of the findings were presented in texts, tables and figures. In order to realize the objectives of the study, the researcher assessed the role of financial institutions on the success of small and medium enterprise in Tanzania. The chapter provides a step by step presentation of data collected and their implications to the objectives of the study.

4.2 Key Characteristics of the Respondents
In this study most of the SMEs surveyed were characterized in terms of the location, year of establishment, form of ownership, gender, marital status, education level, type of major economic activities dealing with registration and sales performance.

4.2.1 The Responses of SMEs’ Owners in Relation to Location
It was important for this study to learn from respondents according to location, three districts involved which are Kinondoni, Ilala and Temeke. The findings showed that Kinondoni districts had the highest percentages of interviewed SMEs which account 49 (55.7%) followed by Temeke 23(26.7%) and finally Ilala which accounted 16(18.2%). Table 4.1 provides more details.

According to the study Kinondoni district appears to posses a large number of services, commerce and trade activities than manufacturing activities while Ilala had more manufacturing activities than other districts.
Tables 4.1: The Responses of SMEs’ Owners in Relation to Location.






Source: Field data 2010

4.2.2 Year of Establishment
It was observed that most of the SME owners interviewed commenced businesses between the year 2005 and 2008. The result showed that 36.4 percent were established between 2005 and 2008, and 26.1 percent between 2001 and 2004. 
        







Source: Field data 2010

In and after 2009 there was insignificant increase in SMEs’ establishment. This declining trend was caused by the lack of startup capital due to poor inaccessibility of funds from commercial banks and other financial institutions .Table 4.2 above provides more details. 

4.2.3 Form of Ownership
As regards to type of ownership, the study showed that most SMEs were sole
  proprietorship 58 (65.9%)  and this is representative of the nature of business ownership commonly found in Tanzania, followed by limited company 17(13.6) partnership 2(13.6%) and 1(1.1%) are cooperatives. For more details are shown in Figure 4.1 below.


 Figure 4.1: Forms of Business Ownership
 Source: Field data 2010

The reason as to why most of the SMEs are proprietorship. It is easiest form of business to be established and operate than other type of businesses. This result can be compared with the last labour force survey of 1991 which of about 74 per cent of all people were employed in the sole owner businesses.
 
4.2.4 Distribution of Gender
The study revealed that about 25 percent of the respondents interviewed were females while 75 percent were males as in figure 4.2 illustrated. This study shows more males participate in operation of small and medium enterprises compare to female, although, there are other studies showed female participate more compare to male.

 Figure 4.2: Distribution According to Gender
 Source: Field data 2010

This study showed small percentage of females compared to other previous studies done. For example in NISS (1991) study women accounted for about 35 per cent of informal enterprises. By 1995, it was estimated that the proportion of women in the sector could have risen to 70 per cent of the informal sector labour force. In year 2000 Economic and Social Research Foundation (ESRF) study showed that 55 per cent of the enterprises in the sample were owned by women (as reported in Mlingi, 2000). Swisscontact (2003) estimated that women owned 43 per cent of MSEs.

4.2.5 Marital Status of the Respondents
Among of 88  respondents  interviewed,  findings showed  that most of interviewers were
 married 62(70.5%) while 21(23.9%) were single and 5(5.7%) were widowed. In figure 4.3 below provides more illustrations. In this case the study revealed that married interviewers participate more in the operation of small and medium enterprises because they are to seek money so that to keep family in which their responsible to: they need money to send  children to school , food , clothes and for medication, from this reason they are to have other source of income, in so doing they employ themselves to SMEs.

Figure 4.3: Distribution of Marital Status of Respondents
Source: Field data 2010

4.2.6 Distribution of Age of the Respondents
According to the finding about 37 percent of the respondents were aged between 31 to 40 years older followed by 27 percents whose age was 41years and above and 24 percent aged between 18 to 30 years as indicated in Table 4.3 below.
             
Table 4.3:  Distribution of Age of the Respondent






Source: Field data 2010

The study concludes that the most interviewed SMEs owner group age were people aged between 31 and 40 years. Therefore, the age between 31 to 40 is middle aged and normally this group is the more self employed group than other group because at these ages people are head of their families.

4.2.7 Education level of the Respondents
The majority of SMEs owners interviewed had certificates for primary and secondary school this accounted to 50(57%) while 14(16%) had first degree, 18(21%) of respondents had diploma or advanced diploma and 3(3%) had post graduates degrees. The study concludes that most people engaged in SME sector have primary and secondary schools education level.
       
                        

    Figure 4.4: Education level of SMEs’ owners
    Source: Field data 2010.

A graduate respondent from certain University proclaimed that “he failed to secure a job in the formal sector and had to find alternative means of earning a living for himself and dependant family members by self employment.”This statement shows that most literates rely much on being employed in the formal sector than to be job creator in this case leave the SME sector to people with low education.
4.2.8 Major Economic Activities carried out by SMEs
There are wide range of activities carried out in the economy but the researcher considered only three categories such as manufacturing, services as well as commerce and trade as the figure 4.5 below shows. These economic activities were very important in this study because, they enabled to evaluate the performance of SME sector.  Manufacturing activities include; garages, fabrication, welding and fitting, soap and oil production, carpentry, maize milling and tailoring accounted 16(18.2%)  Services include hotels, schools, general supplies, internet services and transportation activities accounted 44(50%).  


Figure 4.5: Major Economic Activities carried Out by SME sector.
Source: Field data 2010

Commerce and trade activities included; hardware shop, wholesale and retailing shop for fast and consumers good,  selling second hand clothes (mitumba) and readymade clothes accounted 28(31.8%). These results show that participation of people in the SME sector have a great economic significance. Most respondents are engaged in the services industry than in manufacturing, and commerce and trade. The high growth of services industry has been caused by the rapid development in technology, telecommunication, banking and transportation in the country.
The result above can be compared with a study done by  IFC in 2005 estimated that there were 2.7 million enterprises in the country of which about 60% were located in urban areas. Of which 54% are dominant in trade sector (54%) followed by service sector (34%).

4.2.9 Registration Status of Small and Medium Enterprises
Registration is one of problems that have been stated by other authors including Rugumamu and Mutagwabwa (1999) that many small and medium enterprises don’t not register business due to bureaucracy. This study showed that 64 (73%) are unregistered businesses. This is because some of the respondents thought that if one is registered he/she likely to pay more taxes. Other respondents suggested that the registration process takes a long time. But about 24(27%) of SME owners interviewed have been registered and indicated that, they didn’t face such a problem. Figure 4.6 below shows more details.


Figure 4.6: Registration Status of Small and Medium Enterprises
Source: Field data 2010

One of respondent said ‘it takes two to three weeks for registration which seems to be too long and argued BRELA to open offices in the regions like SUMATRA.
4.2.10 Sales performance
The researcher was interested to know the currently annual sales performance of different small and medium enterprises. Of 88 SMEs interviewed 50 (56.8%) indicated their sales to lie between TAS 5,000,000 and 200,000,000. About  32 (36.4%) indicated their sales to be less than TAS 5,000,000 and about 5 (5.7%) their sales were in the range of TAS 200,000,000 to 800,000,000. More details are seen in Table 4.4 below
             
Table 4.4: Distribution of Sales Performance of SMEs








Therefore, the vast majority of the respondents 50(56.8%) have sales of between TAS 5,000,000 to 200,000,000 per annum.

4.3 Motivational factors
Motivation factors can be either pull or push factors, pull factors are associated with having a strong positive internal desire to go into business, while push factors are external oriented. These factors lead people to go and start businesses.

4.3.1 Motives Influence People Participating in Doing Businesses
During the field survey, respondents were asked to state up to five main reasons as to why they are motivated and decided to participate in doing business. The motives vary from one person to another, as well as from one business to another business. The reasons cited during the survey are as summarized in Table 4.5. The findings indicated that most respondents do business because it is the only way they could make a living (employment). Other motives stated include, the need to supplement income from other sources, the need to avoid working for others, and the need to achieve a higher position in the society.

 Table 4.5: Motives Influence People Participating in Doing Businesses
Motivation Factors	Frequency	Percent	Cumulative
It is the only way l could make a living	42	47.7	47.7
To supplement income from the other sources	28	31.8	79.5
To avoid having working from others	10	11.4	90.9
To achieve a higher position in the society	6	6.8	97.7
Other reasons	2	2.3	100
Total	88	100	-
 Source: Field data 2010   

Other reasons like enjoyment of working, use of existing skills and competencies, as well as doing business as a hobby were also cited as motives.

4.4 Financial institutions in Relation to Accessibility of Finances
Financial institutions play a key role in the development of SMEs in a country. They are the intermediary link in facilitating the flow of funds from domestic savings into the productive sector. At the time many banks and other financial institutions have introduced various packages of credits and deposits. The  presence of more banks is interpreted as more access to credit among  SME businesses which is not true, because despite of the proliferation of banking institutions and the wide range of banking products and services, it seems  that very little attention has been paid to help  entrepreneurs. Therefore in this case the demand for microfinance services and funds is still high. The demand of funds in microfinance can be met if commercial banks will be willing to change their attitude towards microfinance market and hence become important actors. Mr. Bill Clinton the former President of the United States of America had this advice to banks: “He thought it is quite important to get more of our traditional banking institutions involved in bringing microfinance to the necessary level of density to have an impact on the individuals’ lives of those who receive the loans”.

4.4.1 Number of Beneficiaries against the Non Beneficiaries of loan
The findings showed that a substantial proportion of respondents 53(60.2%) applied for loans from Banks or financial institutions while 


Figure 4.7 Percentages of Beneficiaries against the Non Beneficiaries of loan
Source: Field data 2010

35(39.8%) of the respondents are non beneficiaries of loan from any bank or financial institutions as figure 4.7 above explains. These non beneficiaries they gave the reasons on why they did not take trouble to apply for a loan and argued that stringent requirements like lack of collaterals, high interest rate and bureaucracy discouraged them to apply for a loan. For instance one of the respondents from Shekilango who is operating tailoring mart,  said that she had been applying a loan several times to a bank but failed to secure a loan due to lack of collateral although she was told to open an account and operates it within six months in order to be given that loan. 

4.5 Impacts of Loan on Small and Medium Enterprises Performance
Respondents who received loans (beneficiaries) were also asked to give details about the amount borrowed for the first time and whether the amount given was enough or not, time of repayment and the impact that had experienced in their business during repayments. Information on whether they have completed paying back the loans was also posed. Apart from these the researcher was interested to know and identifies the impacts of loan on sales revenue, financial asset, profitability, physical asset, and market coverage and employment generation.

4.5.1 Loan Size
Findings showed that the majority of respondents about 15(28.3%) applied loans amounting to between TAS 500,000 to 1,000,000 followed by 14 (26.4%) who applied for a loan between TAS 1,000,000 and 2,500,000 and only 8(15.1%) of respondents interviewed requested below TAS 500,000. More information can be seen in Table 4.6.
     
4.5.2 Credit Rationing
It seems most of the banks and other financial institutions use credit rationing as control measurement toward clients’ behavior and the means to reduce risks on default rate possibilities and other transaction cost. 
 Table 4.6: Loan Size of the Respondent









Source: Field data 2010

The results showed that 17% and 83% of respondents said the amounts given were not enough and other said enough respectively. This also can be described in the figure 4.8 below. However, the study showed again there is a problem on repayment time because about 33(62.3%) of respondents said time is not enough to repay a loan and about 20(37.7%) of respondents thought this time is not problem.  This result is interesting because above explanations showed that amount given to them was not enough  and  again  the some respondents  said time was not enough for rationed amount what if they  were  given full amount would they pay or became a defaulters?

 Figure 4.8 Credit Rationing
 Source: Field data 2010
4.5.3 Future Credit Plans
About 43 (81.1%)  of the total respondents  expressed their interest in taking another loan from  Banks and other financial institutions after completed paying the first loan  and 10 (18.9%) are not keen about  taking another loan as table 4.7 below shows. Some respondents consider loans to be a savior to their business. But other respondents   consider loan as a burden because if it is acquired disturbed the whole performance of business particularly during servicing the loan this can be seen in figure 4.9. 
             
Table 4.7: Future Credit Plans






Source: Field data 2010

4.5.4 Affects of Repayment on the financial performance of SMEs







Figure: 4.9: Affects of Repayment on the financial performance of SMEs
Source: Field data 2010
Figure 4.9 above provides more evidences on how repayment affects the financial performance of SMEs. For example one of respondents from Posta area, drew a comparison between his enterprises with a balloon saying that after receiving loan from Akiba Commercial Bank, his business expands like a balloon, but eventually shrinks down to its original size by the end of the loan tenure.  

4.5.5 Impacts of Loan on Sales, Assets, Profitability, and Market Coverage
The researcher further assessed the following: sales revenue, financial asset profitability, physical asset and market coverage. The findings showed that about 3(5.7%) and 6(11.3%) of the respondents reported negative changes, 12(22.6%) remained stable, 26(49.1%) and 6(11.3%) showed positive changes in their sales revenue, 3(5.7%) and 4(7.5%) of respondents showed negative changes, 12(22.6%) remained stable, 25(47.2%) and 9(17%) of the respondents reported positive changes in their profits. Physical assets about 1(1.9%) and 4(7.5%) showed negative changes while 22(41.6%) remained stable, 20(37.7%) and 6(11.3%) reported positive changes. Financial assets about 2(3.8%) and 7(13.2%) reported negative changes, 13(24.5%) remained stable 28(52.8%) and 3(5.7%) reported the positive changes. and lastly market coverage of all respondents revealed 2(3.8%) and 4(7.5%) showed negative changes 15(28.4%) remained stable, 20(37.7%) and 12(22.6%) showed positive changes. For more information please refer to Table 4.8.

Results from the study indicated that the majority of the respondents showed that there were positive changes in sales revenues, profitability, physical asset, financial asset and market coverage this means there was improvement of business financial performance. For example one of respondents from Kariakoo


Table 4.8: Impacts of Loan on Sales, Profitability, Physical asset, Financial Assets and Market Coverage.
Level ofAchievement	Performance of loan in  Small and Medium Enterprises








  Source: Field data 2010

considered loan to be a savior to his business, he said through a loan he is able to increase stocks and availing market opportunities as well as to supply goods on credit basis ,this has improved buyers relation, expansion of business and cash purchasing increases status as businessmen, which facilitates future business deals.

4.5.6 Employment Generation
One of the core roles of Commercial banks and other financial institutions are SME lending which ultimately supporting employment generation. Tanzania like most other poor countries suffers from lack of employment opportunities for the population. As a result, more people rely on informal sector for their employment.

Table 4.9:  Employment Generation
The rate of Employment	Number of Respondent	Percent	Cumulative
         Between 1 -4	49	55.6	55.7
         Between 5 -9	13	14.8	70.4
         Between 10-49	7	8	78.4
         Employers	69	78.4	-
         Missing	19	21.6	100
                  Total	88	100	-
Source: Field data 2010
The findings of this study revealed that a large number of SMEs 49(55.7%) employs one to four employees. Between five to nine employees accounted 13(14.8%) of all SMEs and finally about 7(8%) of all SMEs had ten to forty nine employees. bout 19(21.6%) of all SMEs interviewed use their families as employees. Table 4.9 above provides more details on employment generation.

4.6 Factors Influences SMEs in deciding Sources of Finances
4.6.1 Uses of Loan on Small and Medium Enterprises
Findings have revealed that SMEs chiefly require finances for three purposes; for start-up, for working capital and for fixed capital. 43(81%) percent of the respondents reported that they used their loan for increasing working capital, Investment in fixed capital about 7(13%) of the respondents. Further discussion with respondents revealed a demand for financing fixed investments will typically require a gestation period before the investment generates enough cash flow for repayment and start up accounted 3(6%) According to the data from the field the respondents argued that most loans given are not suitable for fixed capital investment.

Therefore, factors that influences SMEs in deciding sources of finances vary from working capital, investment to start up activities this will decide amount given, interest rates given and time for repayment of the loan concerned. 

Figure  4.10. Uses of Loan on Small and Medium Enterprises
Source: Field data 2010
The study concluded that most of SME enterprises use loan for additional working capital as it can be illustrated in figure 4.10 than increasing fixed asset (Investment) and starting up the business.

4.6.2 Sources of SMEs Finance
There are various sources of finance for SMEs. However, in most of developing government policies are made in favour of the formal sector and against the informal sector. This unfavourable situation weighs heavily on the SMEs. While formal sector enterprises enjoy such direct benefit as access to credit, the informal sector is often ignored and even harassed by the authorities. Enterprises and individuals within this sector operate largely outside the system of government benefits and regulations and thus have no access to the formal credit institutions.

Table 4.10: Sources of SMEs finance.
Sources of finance	Responses
	Frequency	Percent
Retaining EarningVenture CapitalPublic MarketBorrowing from Friends/RelativesCommercial BankMicrofinance/NGOsSACCOsGovernment Support	YES	NO	YES	NO
	702-4425283010	1886884463605878	79.52.3-5028.431.834.111.4	20.597.71005071.668.265.988.6
Source: Field data 2010

In the field respondents were asked to state up to eight preferred methods used to finance their business, the results from the field revealed that about 58(65.8%) of respondents expected to get additional capital from microfinance institutions(NGOs) and SACCOS, 70(79.5%) depend most on the retained earnings, 25(28.4%) of respondents the data showed that, they get finances from commercial banks, 44(50%) borrowing from friends or relatives and venture capital  accounted 2(2.3%) and while public market is not yet developed because most of SMEs are not ready for their business to  be registered in Dar-es-Salaam Stock Exchange.

A similar study conducted by (Shayo-Temu,1998) revealed that financial institutions severely constrain SMEs access to finance for innovation and growth consequently SMEs are heavily depended on traditional and weak forms source of finances for initial capitalization start up and business expansion. Due to the lack of access to finance most of SMEs rely on self financing More again, according to survey done in Nigeria by USAID ; 2005 confirmed that most SMEs in Nigeria are observed to get funding from personal savings, informal lending schemes known as “esusu”, savings collectors, and moneylenders, rotating savings and credit associations and family members.

Another survey conducted by ICA in 2008 revealed that bank lending to SMEs firms in Nigeria is relatively low say about (1% of firms ), SMEs tend to depend a lot on retained earnings and their own fund (70% of firms) for financing. Table 4.10 above shows more results from the field of this study concerning the different sources of finance used by SMEs in Tanzania as identified by researcher.

4.6.3 Institutions That Supporting Small and Medium Enterprises 
The supportive business environment for SMEs is still weak in Tanzania. The SME support programmes are poorly coordinated and lack the necessary coverage to reach all sectors of the small business community, in this case some of the SMEs seem to be missing business opportunities due to the lack of information because the support institutions prefer to deal with SMEs that can organise, manage and assume the risk free businesses, such SMEs are able to perform their businesses and recover the costs of services given to them.

Results from the field indicated that about 37(42%) of the respondents interviewed were supported by from Banks, Microfinance (NGOs) and SACCOS, most of these institutions cater for those small and medium enterprises with credit requirements. SIDO and Consulting firms accounted to 14(15.9%) each, SIDO has been the main institution that traditionally advocate importance of SMEs in the country on behalf of Government.  About 4(4.5%) of respondents interviewed were supported by services by TCCIA while for instance, about 2(2.3%) of interviewees were supported by TBS and VETA each.  BET, according to the results in the field accounted only 4 (4.5%) of all respondents. 

 Table 4.11: Institutions Supporting Small and Medium Enterprises
Type of Firm	Response	Frequency	Percent


















Source: Field data 2010
Apart from credits supported from these institutions  some respondents argued services like marketing  information, trade fairs, technical skills development, business skills development and advertising are not properly addressed  as result  SME support institutions  restrains SMEs from graduating to the next level. Some of respondents interviewed insisted on trade fairs because they think that these events are very useful in exposing them to ideas as well as in creating awareness and increasing sales of their products. For more details table 4.11  explains.

4.6.4 Stages in which SMEs Request for Support
The role of SMEs support institutions is very important for SMEs development in the country if these SME business owners will play their part in contribution of economic growth and job creation. In doing SMEs have been supported at different stage during the business operations. The researcher identified stages that SME business owners think should request services in order the business to become successful these are; before creating business, when setting up of business, when business grow  and when business has problems.









Insetting  up of business	Yes	27	30.7
	No	61	69.3




Source: Field data 2010

Also the results in field revealed that the involvement of the government in supporting SMEs is much insignificant because BET, TBS and VETA support SMEs when the business grows but not in other stages. For example one respondent reported difficulties in seeking qualified information and he does not know where to seek advice for establishment of his expected business.

Some respondents argued that information provided is too general and there is a shortage of necessary information about incentive policies and legal regimes available for SMEs. 

4.7 Problems in Accessing Finance on Small and Medium Enterprises
In both the 1991 and 1995 Informal Sector Surveys revealed that lack of capital was cited as most pressing need of the SME operators. In this study showed there many drawbacks that encountered by SMEs during accessing finance. The finding revealed that lack of collateral constituted 76(86.4%) of responses as the main problem,20(22.7%) of responses said lack of track records ,about 25(28.4%) was newness of business, 29(33%)  of the responses had problems with entrepreneurship skills to borrowers, about 23(26.1%) was poor documentations,36(40.9%) was corruption to many managers, bureaucracy and high interest rate accounted 32(36.4%) and 33(37.5%) of responses respectively as table 4.13 below  shows. 
Borrowers were further asked if they used collateral as the means of getting loan from banks and financial institutions. Results showed that about 41(77.4%) of loan beneficiaries were requested for collaterals and only 12(22.6%) were not requested. The study showed that house, car/van, a surveyed plot and household are were used as collaterals, House and car are the most used collateral than other collaterals.  House and cars accounted 16 (30.2%) of all respondents interviewed. About 6(11.3%) collateralized plot, 13(24.5%) used household and 2(3.8%) collateral was not applicable at all. Furthermore this results from above can be compared with a similar survey reported by Garcia-Fontes (2005) on Investment Climate for China which found that small businesses in this Asian continent obtain only 12 percent of their working capital from bank loans.

Table 4.13: Problems in Accessing to Finance on SMEs

Reasons hindering SMEs to Access Finance	Responses
	Frequency			Percentage
Lack of collateralLack of track recordsNewness in the businessLack of entrepreneur skillsPoor documentationCorruptionLoan competition with other borrowerToo bureaucraticHigh interest rateOthers	YES	NO	YES	NO
	7620252923361732332	12686359655271565586	86.422.728.43326.140.919.336.437.52.3	13.677.371.66773.950.180.963.462.597.7
   Source: Field data 2010
The survey attributed the limited access to; the lacking of adequate credit system to small businesses, high rating requirements for small businesses loans, lack of collateral to support small businesses repayment ability, lack of credit rating assessment for small businesses, lack of small businesses transparent and audited financial records and banks’ favoring of large loans by larger businesses.

4.7.1 Other Constraints Facing the SME Sector
Apart from problems that facing small and medium enterprises in accessing finance, there were other constraints cited by the respondents including competition of business which encountered 70(79.5%) respondents out of 88 SMEs surveyed,

Table 4.14: Constraints Facing the SME Sector.
Constraints Face the SME Sector.	Response
	Frequency	Percentages
Competition of businessHigh taxationLow purchasing power of the population.Procedural difficulties in starting a businessDifficulty in accessing to credit facilitiesLow coordination between Financial Institutions and SMEsLack of qualification of SMEs’ ownersLack of market informationPoor infrastructure facilitiesTechnological changesChanges of exchanges ratesLack of management skillsUnstable legal environmentLack of business support and trainingHigh interest rate from banks and other FlsOthers	YES	NO	YES	NO
	7034375861196432361710482464485	18545130276924565271784064244083	79.538.6426669.521.672.736.440.819.311.454.527.772.354.55.7	20.561.4583430.578.427.363.659.280.788.645.573.327.745.594.3
      Source: Field data 2010

About 64(72.7%) of all respondents indicated that business support and trainings have been not given which leads some SMEs to die in early stages of their business life. About 61(69.3%) of the respondents said there is a problem in accessing credit facilities to small and medium enterprise owners. About 48(54.5%) of all respondents confirmed high interest rates is a major problem that faced them when opting for loan. About 58(66%) of all respondents confirmed that procedures for business start ups are cumbersome. Furthermore the study showed that lack of management skills faced 48(54.5%) of respondents. 

Other problems which faced SMEs include low purchasing power and poor infrastructure  accounted 37(42%) and 36(40.9%) of respondents respectively, lack of qualification accounted 24(27.3%), unstable legal environment accounted 24(27.3%), Changes of exchanges rates accounted 10(11.4%),technological changes 17(19.3%) and low coordination between financial institutions and SMEs. Table 4.14 below indicates more on constraints that facing the SME sector. 

4.8 Financial Institutions
Financial institutions comprise of Commercial banks and Non bank financial institutions
 like Pension fund, Insurance companies, Microfinance (NGOs), SACCOS and Stock Exchange. However, commercial banks dominate of the financial institutions their contributions are still small in relation to the national income. In this study the researcher was interested on following type of financial institutions; Commercial bank, Microfinance (NGOs) and SACCOS. The survey touched few banks and other financial institutions which are mentioned here below Akiba Commercial Bank, National Microfinance Bank, Morities Finance Company, Tujijenge Tanzania Limited, Ndugumbi Community SACCOS, SEDEO SACCOS Limited and WANAMA SACCOS Limited. Although of good number of banks, microfinances and SACCOS found in Dar-es-Salaam region. The researcher put more emphasis only to the few institutions because some of them, they were not ready to provide their data public.
4.8.1 Types of Financial Products and Services
The financial sector reforms have enhanced a number of products in the market and more innovation of financial retail capacity by financial institutions have been improved like quality of financial business services.

Financial business services comprise various products for example saving or deposits services, loan services, transfer payments insurance, trade finance, bank guarantee, and mortgage and lease funds. Table 4.15 below summarizes the type of financial services offered by surveyed commercial bank.

Table 4.15: Type of Financial Services Offered by Surveyed Financial Institutions
Savings Account	Loan Account	Transfer Payments	Insurance	Others
-Savings-Current-FixedSpecial accounts:-Zawadi-Biashara etc	-Short term-Long term-Overdraft-Consumer-Salaried-Vehicle-Corporate	-Cheque-Travelers cheque-Bank transfer-Money fax-Money order-Electronic transfer	-Personal-Accident-Motor vehicle	-Trade finance-Bank guarantee-Foreign exchange-Trust receipts-Dealership
 Source: Field data 2010

In the survey of this study  Akiba  Commercial Bank  is observed to offer several microfinance loan products which suit every type of  customer.
More again according to http://microfinanceafrica.net/news/tanzania (​http:​/​​/​microfinanceafrica.net​/​news​/​tanzania​) the report showed that NMB had managed to issue loans worth more than 700 billion to its customer where 45,000 of the beneficiaries are the Small and Medium Enterprises countrywide in its efforts to contribute to social and economic development by 2010. However, report identified more the need of increasing SMEs’ loan by provide education and awareness and identify products and services that customer prefers.

The findings in the field highlighted both Microfinance institutions like Tujijenge and Morities Finance and SACCOS like SEDEO and WANAMA can offer same products like what banks offer these including deposits, loans, payment services and money transfer to SME sector. In addition, some of microfinance institutions provide non-financial services such as training and business advice. It is from this standing point of view microfinance institution and SACCOS are seen to be popular to small and medium business owners because their services target the clients who have been excluded from other formal institutions.

4.8.2 Conditions for Credit Accessibility
In the survey, the findings revealed that in banks, microfinance and SACCOs there some conditions that should be followed in order to get a loan from these institutions. According managers interviewed the customer must do the following: operated  a licensed business for more than 12 months and also if is limited company registered with BRELA, customer must open account  and operate it  at reasonable months before applying for the loan, compulsory saving ,customer shall prepare to pledge collaterals (movable and immovable) as security for  loan , group member guarantee and customer shall not have default history from any credit institution other requirement  loan must be paid within stipulated time by these financial institutions according to the amount given, reasonable time of being member particularly in SACCOs or Microfinance and recognition by local government. Therefore, according to the findings in the field revealed that when these conditions not properly met hinders the SMEs borrowers not qualifying for the loan.

4.8.3 Rate of Interests
It is thought that with a successful financial reform the interest rate spread will be narrowed to reflect efficiency in the intermediation process, reduction of costs of transactions and improvement of market competitiveness this is not holding because, regardless of tremendous growth in the number of banks, microfinance and SACCOS still are charging higher interest rate.


 Figure 4.11: Interest Rates Charged  per Annum.
Source: Field data 2010

The findings in the field according to survey indicated that interest rates vary from one bank, microfinance  and SACCOS to another and this can be charged in  two form either flat rate or reducing rate form, for instance ACB charged 22% per year which is considered to be flat rate, NMB 18% a year which is also considered to be reducing rate, Tujijenge Tanzania Limited 36% yearly which is flat rate, Morities Finance Company 40% per year which is flat rate, WANAMA SACCOS Limited 24% yearly which is reducing rate, SEDEO SACCOS Limited 16.25% a year which is considered to be flat rate and NDUGUMBI COMMUNITY SACCOS 24% per year which is flat rate. The figure 4.8 shows the interest rates charged by institutions surveyed.

Furthermore, from the study  revealed  most of  microfinance institutions offering higher  rates than banks  and SACCOS, consequently, this higher interest  rates charged have economic effects such as increases the cost of borrowing on borrowers because the surplus income is spent on interest payment ultimately contributing to poor business performance.
The similar study done by Ho and Saunders (1981), show that market imperfections widen the interest rate spread approximating market power with bank size, found a significant difference in spread between large and small banks, where smaller banks had higher spreads than the large banks.

4.9 Strategies on Improving Accessibility to Finance of SMEs
Poor accessibility to finance in small and medium enterprises is still persisting problem according to the survey done in the field area. Therefore the researcher requested opinions and suggestions from SMEs, banks, microfinance and SACCOs officers and managers in the surveyed institutions and came up with necessary strategies for improving and facilitating small and medium enterprises to access finance. The following strategies that thought if will be undertaken the predominant situation will partial or full eradicated.

4.9.1 Barriers to entry
According to this study, it was suggested that reduction of barriers to entry must be used as one of strategy .This strategy proposes to increase the number of institutions that find lending to SMEs profitable. It is therefore important to reduce the entry barriers into banking and credit business. Currently, such barriers in terms of banking include capital adequacy and a range of other prudential requirements.  Reduction of barriers to entry is likely possible to create competition since it is said lack of competition in credit markets may cause banks to focus on only larger or more profitable clients.

4.9.2 Reduction of interest rates
From the finding in the field indicated that  high interest rate is critical problem next to  lack of collateral therefore banks ,microfinance and SACCOS should think on reduction of the interest rate as one of strategy so that to encourage small and medium enterprises to borrow from them.

4.9.3 Commencement of grace period strategy
This strategy will enable more entrepreneurs to access to finance from financial institutions because entrepreneurs will have the reasonable time starting repayment of loan given to them and this should mostly be considered to manufacturing activities since it takes a long time for these firms before making profit.

4.9.4 Introduction of entrepreneurship trainings to borrowers
Lack of entrepreneurship skills to the most of borrowers who can not distinguish between business earnings from their personal expenditure is seen to be dangerous for business sustainability. Therefore, according to the results from the field. Officers and managers from surveyed financial institutions explained the needs of entrepreneurship training to borrowers as one of strategy to be undertaken in order to improve the accessibility of finance to SMEs.

4.9.5 Innovative credit guarantees scheme
According to loan manager from NMB thought that innovative credit guarantees scheme
 is one of the best strategy to be employed in order building linkages between small non-bankable borrowers and formal financial institutions. There is lack of a guarantee scheme to back up bank financing to SMEs. If this strategy is developed will ensure entrepreneurs secure loan from banks with absence of the collateral requirements.

4.9.6 Increase credit outreach strategy
The findings revealed that some banks and microfinance are concentrated in urban areas than rural, even operate in limited geographical areas, therefore these institutions should think on increase credit outreach as one of strategy because it is important for these banks and microfinance to spread through out in order to reach various economic group activities. Through credit outreach strategy banks or microfinance likely increase deposit hence increase revenues and improve loan port folio ultimately the possibilities of accessibility to finance in SME sector will be widen.

4.9.7 To operate SME financing window
Tanzania Bankers Association report, 2008 indicated that there is thirty five (35) banks and most of banks don’t operate an SME financing window one of respondent thought that SME financing window should be among of strategy in order to create a good environment for SME to access finance.

4.9.8 Creates of Information Database for SME
The findings in field showed there is still a widespread perception of small enterprises to be high risk business these are constituted of lack of information as well as high cost of collecting such information on SMEs, in these reasons if information database will be created as the one of strategies will enable to minimize risks such as default rate, The creation of  SMEs in the same data base will enable to know  which one more riskier.
4.9.9 Improvement of the business registration environment
The business registration and regulatory environment in Tanzania is one of the worst in the whole of Africa which leads bulk of SMEs to operate in the informal sector. The Tanzania Investor Roadmap showed that procedures for registration and licensing in Tanzania amount to four or five forms needed to complete the process when compared with other nations of Africa where similar exercises were conducted, therefore policy makers and business analysts must considered registration environment is one of the strategy to be undertaken in order to improve financial constraints face SMEs in country. The finding still elucidated 73% of respondents interviewed have not registered their businesses, in this reason there is possibility of SMEs can’t secures finance from formal financial institutions.

4.9.10 Solidarity of group lending








Tanzania like other countries has been implementing a series of economic reforms since mid-1980. Among of these financial liberalization that were initiated through the Banking and Financial Institutions Act of 1991 were liberation of financial institutions, liberalization of interest rates, restructuring and privatization of public financial institutions.

Following privatization of the financial sector the number of financial services providers increased these include Commercial banks, Development banks, SACCOs and Microfinance institutions. Although there are an increase in financial sector service providers and products the study shows in table 4.10 access to financial services are still insignificance compare to the tremendous number of financial institutions increased.

The major concern of this study was to assess the role of the financial institutions on the success of SMEs in Tanzania and develop appropriate strategies for improvement of accessibility to finance.

The research findings confirmed that the role of financial institutions toward SMEs success is a vital important. Although the study previously notified the affection on business performance resulted to repayment of the loan still some beneficiaries benefited from loan once acquired for example according to the results in the field some of SMEs interviewed concluded that there are positive changes in terms of sales revenues, physical assets, financial assets and market coverage.  
The study concludes that, factors influence SMEs in deciding sources of finances vary from working capital, investment to starting up activities these factors assist to decide nature of source of finance to SMEs. A result of this study showed that most of SME financing source come from retained earnings (self financing) and followed by microfinance institutions and SACCOS. Although, these institutions attempt to correct the financial imbalances but their outreach, products and services are still limited. 

Furthermore, the researcher expected that the increase of commercial banks  and other financial institutions should improve competition hence efficiency in this industry the result is opposite because bank interest rates are still high and poor lending methodologies for example commercial banks still rely on the use of collateral and availability of business records, these factors restrict SMEs to access credits.

Despite of constraints facing most of small and medium enterprises as highlighted in the
literature also access to finance in this study concluded to be most critical problem as it comprises lack of collateral, newness of business, lack of entrepreneurship skills, poor documentations, corruptions, bureaucracy, high interest rate and competition from other borrower. These constraints continue to inhibit the further growth and development of SME sector in Tanzania as it is argued that majority of Tanzanians are employed in this sector.

Lastly the study concluded on proposing appropriate strategies to be adopted in order to improve accessibility to finance of SMEs such as reduction of interest rates, solidarity of group lending, creation of information database for SMEs, to operate an SME financing window, increase credit outreach strategy, innovative credit guarantees scheme and introduction of entrepreneurship trainings to borrowers. These strategies will enable the vast of SME owners who are not yet to be reached by commercial bank and other financial institutions to utilize the financial services opportunities that exist.

5.2 Recommendations
The findings of this study show that access to financial services is important for an improved success of small and medium enterprises in Tanzania. The following recommendations are suggested based on government interventions, small and medium enterprises and financial institutions.

5.2.1 Government Interventions
The finding of this study shows most of people engage in SME sectors are primary and secondary certificates holders. Therefore, it is recommendation of this study through the government to reinvent the future of SMEs by transforming educational system in order to impart entrepreneurship skill to graduates. In this regard, make it more functional, relevant, need-oriented and driven. The emphasis should be on modern technology and entrepreneurial studies aimed at producing entrepreneurs who would be motivated enough to opt to be employed themselves (job creators) instead of looking for paid jobs (job seekers).

The study shows that, despite of financial reforms taken starting from 1991 and good numbers of financial institutions emerged. Interest rates charged to SMEs is still higher compare to large firms. It is recommendation of this study to the government through legistrature should impose the law that control all financial institutions interest rates which are charged into small and medium enterprises thus, this will assist the interest rates that create the gap between small firms and large firms to be reduced. In so doing this law will deliberate effort to favour and promote small and medium enterprises.
The key problem in credit markets is the difficulty of obtaining information on the creditworthiness of potential SME clients. If financial institutions perceive the risk of lending to a particular client is greater than what it actual is, they will charge higher interest rates or will refrain completely from lending to that client. Therefore, it is recommendation of this study that government should establish credit information center for SMEs that may show the following: Past performance of enterprises in the SME sector and the financial characteristics of small and medium firms. This will help easy  in accessing information that eventually reduce considerable cost and risk of evaluating applications for finance from SMEs that increase the cost of such finance.

The finding shows that development of public market and venture capital as means to finance SMEs in the country is not yet developed. It is recommendation of this study that United Republic of Tanzania should place a strong emphasis on public market and venture capital as an appropriate financing vehicle for high growth of small and medium enterprises sector. Government needs to create a “culture of equity” whereby enterprises will better understand the values of public market and venture capital. Furthermore the government through DSE must consider the relative importance of SMEs by reforming the DSE’s listing requirements which is arguably a deterrent.

5.2.2 Small and Medium Enterprises
The findings of the research agree that there is a poor of an accessibility of finance to SMEs this leads to limited growth due to inadequate capital. It is recommendation of this study that Small and medium scale business entrepreneurs should constantly engage in capacity building, training, research and development. Furthermore, proper financial records should be kept and clear accounting standards should be adopted in order to ensure their competencies in managing and sustaining SMEs development.
5.2.3 Financial institutions	
The finding of this study shows that most SMEs sector faced problems of accessing finances due to the stringent conditions exercised by commercial banks and other financial institutions; therefore, it is recommended that there is need to revisit the financial terms and conditions in favour of the development of small and medium businesses.

Apart from revisit of financial terms and conditions, it is recommendation of this study that there is a need for financial institutions to become more innovative in developing new products and services as well as improve delivery mechanism.  Product development and pricing need to be based on clients’ needs and flexibility.

Above all, the government should have the political will to effectively and efficiently implement the above recommended measures in order to achieve the desire results for as long as the status quo remains we cannot achieve or expect any improvement in the crucial SME sector. If we want a change in the status quo as it relates to our SMEs, we must change the way and manner we manage affairs relating to SMEs.

5.3 Suggested Areas for Further Research
The limitations of this study bring a number of prospects for future researches. Based on this study several areas were seen to be inadequate insighted and required further research. The areas for further research are;

Primarily, It is proposed that, a comprehensive study could be conducted involves all SMEs in the country since this study cover only few SMEs in Dar es Salaam region as the case study.
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Appendix 3.1a, Dodoso kwa wafanya biashara ndogo au  za kati/wajasiliamali
CHUO KIKUU HURIA TANZANIA (OUT)\
S.L.P. 23409
DAR ES SALAAM
SIMU  +255 22266 8992
NUKUSHI +255 22266 8759
TOVUTI: www.out.ac.tz

Ndugu mfanya biashara, anayekupatia dodoso hii ni mwanafunzi Chuo Kikuu Huria cha Tanzania katika mafunzo ya juu ya biashara na utawala.  Nakulingana  na utaratibu uliop o anatakiwa kufanya utafiti juu ya Nafasi ya taasisi za kifedha katika kukuzabiashara ndogo au za kati / wajasiliamali nchini Tanzania.

Hivyo kama moja wapo wa Tasnia hii ya biashara unaombwa kutoa maoni yako juu ya utafiti huu, ili kuchangia sekta ya elimu ya juu nchini.

Tafadhali / Habari utakazotoa zitahifadhiwa kwa usiri mkubwa na Chuo Kikuu Huria  cha Tanzania na zitatumika kwa matumizi ya takwimu tu.

Tafadhali jaza  nafasi zifuatazo

1 Jina la biashara yako  __________________________

2 Anwani ya biashara yako     _____________________

3 Mwaka ulianzisha                       __________________

4 Tafadhali weka vema ilikuonyesha aina ya umiliki wa Biashara yako au yenu.
a)    Pekee/ ya Kifamilia	               (     )
b)    Ya pamoja / Marafiki	               (     )
c)     Kampuni                                        (     )
d)    Ushirika / Chama                            (     )
e)     Aina nyingine eleza                        (     )

5.Wilaya gani biashara yako ilipo: ( Tafadhali weka vema).
a)    Ilala		                           (     )
b)   Temeke                                           (     )
c)    Kinondon                                       (     )

6. Ni aina gani ya biashara unayoifanya: (Tafadhali weka vema).
a)   Uzalishaji	   	                             (    )
b)   Kutoa huduma                	    	     (    ) 
c)   Biashara ya jumla au rejareja            (    )

7. Jinsia (Tafadhali weka vema )
a)   Mwanaume                                      (     )
b)   Mwanamke                                      (     )

8. Hali ya Ndoa (Tafadhali weka vema)
a)    Hujaoa  / Hujaolewa                        (     )
b)    Ameolewa / Ameoa                         (     )
c)    Mjane                                               (     )
d)    Mgane                                             (     )

9. Umri (Tafadhali weka vema)
a)    Kati ya miaka 18- 30	                  (     )
b)    Kati ya miaka 31- 40                         (     )
c)    Kati ya miaka 41- 50                         (     ) 
d)    Zaidi ya miaka 51	                  (     )

10.Nini kiwango chako cha Elimu (Tafadhali weka vema)
a)   Hukusoma                                               (    )
b)   Shule ya msingi                                       (    )
c)   Shule ya Seckondari                                (    )
d)   Diploma                                                   (    )
e)   Digrii ya kwanza                                     (    )
f)   Digrii zaidi ya moja                                 (    )

11.Ni sababu zipi  zilizosababisha wewe kuanzisha biashara hii (weka vema)
a) Ni sehemu ambayo napata mahitaji yote    (     )
b) Kuongeza kipato                                         (     )
c) Sikupenda kuajiliwa                                    (     )
d) Kuwa kiongozi na kuajili wengine             (     )
e) Sababu nyingine eleza                                (     )

12.Biashara hii imesajiliwa? (Tafadhali weka vema).
a)    Ndiyo                                                       (     )
b)    Hapana                                                     (     )
13.Mauzo yako kwa mwaka ni kiasi gani Tshs ( Tafadhali weka vema)
a) Ni chini ya 5000,000                                   (     )
b) Ni kati ya 5000,000 na 200,000,000           (     )
c) Ni kati ya 200,000,000 na 800,000,000       (     )
 d) Zaidi ya 800,000,000                                    (     )

14.Je umewahi kukopa kutoka kwenye taasisi yoyote ya kifedha,fedha kwa ajili ya shughuli zako za biashara?weka vema kwenye jibu sahihi
a). Ndiyo                                                            (      )
b). Hapana                                                          (      )
          
kama ndiyo endelea swali la 15, kama hapana endelea swali la 29

15.Nini sababu zipi zilizofanya kuomba mkopo toka taasisi za kifedha(Weka vema)
a) Kwa ajili ya kuanzisha biashara                        (      )
b) Kwa ajili ya kuongeza mtaji wa biashara         (      )
c) Kwa ajili ya kuongeza rasilimali za biashara    (      )

16. Kabla ya kuchukua mkopo ni kiasi gani cha watu ambao ulikuwa umewaajiri (Tafadhali weka vema)
a) Ni kati ya mtu mmoja na watu wanne         (      )
b) Ni kati ya watu 5 au watu 9                         (      )
c) Ni kati ya watu 10 na watu 49                     (      )

17. Mara baada ya kuchukua mkopo je kiasi cha ajira kiliongezeka? (Weka vema)
a) Ndiyo                                                            (     )
b) Hapana                                                          (     )
18. Ni kiasi gani ambacho ulikopa  kwa mara ya kwanza (Tafadhali weka vema)
a) Ni chini ya 500,000                                             (      )
b) Ni kati ya 500,000 na 1,000,000                         (      )
c) Ni kati ya 1,000,000 na 2,500,000                      (      )
d) Ni kati ya 2,500,000 na 5,000,000                     (      )
e) Zaidi ya 5,000,000                                              (      )

19.Je ulikuwa  unalipa rejesho la mkopo huo kila  baada ya muda gani?(weka vema)
a)  Kila wiki                                                          (      )
b)  Kila mwezi                                                      (      )
c)  Kila mwaka                                                     (      )

20.Je muda uliopatiwa kwa ajili ya kurudisha mkopo unatosha?Tafadhali weka vema)
a) Ndiyo                                                              (       )
b) Hapana                                                            (       )

21.Je  mkopo uliopatiwa katika biashara yako ulitosha? ( Tafadhali weka vema)
a) Ndiyo                                                                (       )
b) Hapana                                                              (       )

22.Je ilikuwa rahisi kupatiwa mkopo kwa mara ya kwanza?(Tafadhali weka vem).
a).Ndiyo                                                                   (       )
b).Hapana                                                                 (       )

23.Je ulitoa dhamana yoyote  kwa ajili ya mkopo huo?(Tafadhali weka vema)
a).Ndiyo                                                                   (        )
b).Hapana                                                                (        )
24.Je uliweka kitu gani kama dhamana ya mkopo huo?(weka vema)
a) Nyumba                                                           (       )
b) Gari                                                                 (       )
c) Kiwanja                                                           (       )
d) Vitu vya ndani kama TV n.k                           (       )
d) Hakuna chochote                                             (       )

25.Je rejesho la mkopo wako yana athari katika hali ya uwezo wa kifedha kwenye biashara yako?(Tafadhali weka vema katika jibu sahihi)
a)     Ndiyo                                                          (     )
b)     Hapana                                                        (     )

26  Unasema  nini kuhusu kiwango cha riba. Je ni kikubwa?(weka vema)
a) Ndiyo                                                                (     )
b) Hapana                                                              (     )
c) Eleza kiasi unachotozwa                                   (     )

27.Mara baada ya kumaliza rejesho la mwisho la mkopo wa kwanza.Je ulichukua mkopo mwingine?(Tafadhali weka vema kwenye jibu sahihi)
a) Ndiyo                                                            (       )





28.Tafadhali eleza mafanikio uliofikia toka kuanza kuchukua mikopo kutoka kwenye taasisi za fedha katika sababu kuu zifuatazo na uweke vema.
                          Kiwango cha mafanikio
                             1.Pungua sana        
                             2.Pungua kidogo
                             3.Hakuna badiliko  
                             4.Ongezeka kidogo
                             5.Ongezeka sana








29.Nini kipangamizi cha kukua biashara yako ( Tafadhali weka vema mara nyingi   ujuavyo).
a).Ushindani wa biashara                                                                     (      )
b).Kodi kubwa                                                                                     (      )
c).Wateja hawana pesa/mzunguko mdogo wa fedha                           (      )
d).Kuanzisha biashara mpya ni vigumu                                               (      )
e).Ni vigumu kupata mkopo                                                                 (      )
f).Mawasiliano kidogo kati ya Taasisi za kifedha na wafanyabiashara(      )
g).Kukosa elimu ya biashara                                                                 (      )
h).Kutokujua habari sahihi za masoko                                                  (      )
i). Miundombinu mibovu ya biashara                                                   (      )
j). Kubadilika kwa mbinu za biashara                                                  (      )
k).Kubadilika kwa kiwango cha kubadilisha fedha                              (      )
l). Kutokuwa na maarifa ya utawala na uendeshaji                              (      )
m).Mabadiliko ya mara kwa mara ya taratibu za biashara.                   (      )
n)  Ukosefu wa mafunzo na uhamasishaji                                             (      )
o). Riba kubwa za mikopo kutoka taasisi za fedha                                (      )
p)  Taja sababu nyinginezo                                                                    (      )

30.Je kuna uwezekana wa kupanua biashara yako siku zijazo? (weka vema)
a)       Ndiyo                                                                                         (     )
b)       Hapana                                                                                       (     )

31. Ni njia zipi muhimu unazotumia kuendeleza biashara yako(tafadhali weka wema
mara nyingi ujuavyo )
a).Kutumia faida inayopatikana                                                         (      )
 b).Uwezeshwaji kupitia venture capitalisti                                        (      )
c).Kuuza hisa                                                                                      (       )
d).Kuazima kutoka kwa marafiki na jamaa wa karibu                      (      )
e).Kukopa kutoka benki                                                                    (      )
f).Kukopa kutoka Taasisi ndogondogo za fedha                               (      )
g).Kukopa kwenye vyama vya kuweka na kukopa                            (     )
h).Uungwaji au kuwezeshwa na serikali                                          (     )
i).Eleza kama kuna njia nyingine                                                      (     )

32. Eleza ni sababu zipi zinazofanya biashara ndogo na  kati kushindwa kukopa katika  taasisi za kifedha( Tafadhali weka vema mara nyingi ujuavyo)
a).Kukosa Dhamana                                                                            (     )
b).Kutokuweka mahesabu                                                                   (     )
c).Biashara kuwa mpya                                                                       (     )
d).Kukosa elimu ya ujasiliamali                                                          (     )
e).Kutokutunza kumbukumbu                                                             (     )
f).Rushwa                                                                                           (     )
g).Ushindani                                                                                        (     )
h).Urasimu                                                                                         (     )
 i) Riba kubwa                                                                                    (     )
  j) Eleza kama kuna sababu nyingine                                                 (     )

33Kati ya Taasisi zifuatazo ni zipi zimewai kutoa huduma katika biashara yako (Tafadhali weka vema mara nyingi ujuavyo  ).
a)  Benki na Taasisi nyingine za fedha                                       (      )
b) Chama cha biashara Tanzania T.C.C.I.A                               (      )
c) Wafadhili ( Taasisi za nje)                                                      (      )
d) Kampuni za Ushauri                                                               (      )
e) VETA                                                                                      (      )
f) SIDO                                                                                        (      )
g) TBS                                                                                          (      )
h) BET                                                                                          (      )
i) Kama zipo nyingine taja………………………………

34.Kama zimewahi kutoa huduma zozote katika biashara yako,huduma hizo ulizipata
biashara yako ikiwa kwenye hatua gani(Tafadhali weka vema mara nyingi ujuavyo)
a) Kabla ya biashara kuanza                                                 (       )
b) Wakati wa uanzishaji wa biashara                                   (       )
c) Wakati biashara ilipokuwa inakuwa                                (       )
d) Wakati biashara ilikuwa na matatizo                               (       )



















Appendix 3.1b Research questionnaire for SMEs (Business Entrepreneurs)
                              THE OPEN UNIVERSITY OF TANZANIA (OUT)
P.O.Box 23409
Dar es Salaam.




Dear respondent the bearer of this questionnaire is an MBA student at The Open University of Tanzania (OUT). As par of this on going academic development he is required to conduct a research and write a report on The Role Financial Institutions on Success of Small and Medium Enterprises sector in Tanzania. You have been selected for purpose of this study and therefore requested in support to our country’s higher education sector, to complete this questionnaire and submit the same to its bearer.

Please note that the information to be collected will be treated with utmost confidentiality and used solely for academic purposes indicated hereon, thank you for your assistance and supporting us.

Kindly please fill in the following blanks

1. Name of you enterprise …………………………………………..

2. The permanent address of your enterprises ………………………

3. Year of establishment ……………………………………………..
4. What is the form of ownership of your enterprise if any (Please tick appropriate
answer)
(a)   Sole owner                                                                   (     )
(b)   Partnership                                                                   (     )
(c)    Company                                                                     (     )
(d)    Cooperative                                                                (     )
(e)    Other please specify …………………………

5. Home district of your enterprise :( Please tick appropriate answer)
(a) Ilala                                                                              (      )
(b) Temeke                                                                        (      )
(c) Kinondoni                                                                    (      )

6 Type of activity your enterprise dealing with :( Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Manufacturing                                                            (       )
(b).Service                                                                        (       )
(c).Commerce and trade                                                  (       )

7. Gender (Sex) of respondent :( Please tick appropriate answer)
(a ).Male                                                                            (       )
(b ).Female                                                                        (       )

8. Marital status (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Single                                                                           (      )
(b).Married                                                                        (      )
(c).Widowed                                                                     (      )
(d).Widower                                                                     (       )

9. What is your age group? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Age between 18 – 30 year                                           (      )
(b).Age between 31 – 40 year                                        (      )
(c).Age between 41 – 50 year                                        (      )
(d).Age above 51 year                                                    (      )

10. What is your education level (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a). No school                                                                  (     )
(b). Primary school                                                          (     )
(c). Secondary school                                                      (     )
(d).College level (Diploma)                                            (     )
(e). University level (degree)                                          (     )
(f). Post graduate                                                            (     ) 

11. What reasons made you starting this business please tick to indicate to what extent each of the following factors was important in influencing your decision to start this business? (Please tick appropriate answers).
(a).It is the only way I could make a living.                   (      )
(b).To supplement income from other sources in order to meet basic needs
(c).To avoids having to work from others                       (      )
(d).To achieve a higher position for myself in the society (      )
(e).Other please specify                                                      (      )

12. Is the Business registered? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Yes                                                                                (       )
(b). No                                                                                (       )

13. What is your current annual turnover in Tshs? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Less than 5,000,000                                                    (      )
(b).Between 5,000,000 – 200,000,000                             (      )
(c).Between 200,000,000 – 800,000,000                          (      )
(d).More than 800,000,000                                                (      )

14. Did you ever borrow any loan in your business operational?(Please tick appropriate
answer)
(a).Yes                                                                                  (      )
(b).No                                                                                   (      )

If Yes continue question 15 and if No continue question 29

15. What are reasons made you to apply loan from bank or other financial institutions? (Please tick appropriate answers)
(a). For start up business.                                                      (      )
(b). For additional working capital of business	          (      )
(c). For increasing fixed asset of business                            (      )

16. What is the total number of employees of the business before getting loan?(Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).1 – 4 employees                                                               (       )
(b).5 – 9 employees                                                               (       )
(c).10 – 49 employees                                                            (       )

17. Is there any increase of employment rate after you have been given a loan? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Yes                                                                                 (      )
(b).No                                                                                   (      )

18. What was the amount borrowed at the first time Tshs?(Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Below     -      500,000                                                (      )
(b).500,000   –   1,000,000                                               (      )
(c).1,000,000  – 2,500,000                                               (      )
(d).2,500,000  – 5,000,000                                               (      )
(e) Above        - 5,000,000                                               (      )

19. How often do you repay your loan? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a)    Weekly                                                                     (        )
(b)    Monthly                                                                   (        )
(c)     Yearly                                                                     (        )

20. Was the time given to repay the loan enough for you? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Yes                                                                           (       )
(b).No                                                                           (       )

21Did the amount you borrow from banks and other financial institutions for your business enough? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Yes                                                                             (      )
(b).No                                                                             (      )

22. Was it easy to access loan at the first time when you started to borrow? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Yes                                                                            (       )
(b).No                                                                             (       )

23. Were you required to offer collateral for the  loan? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a). Yes                                                                        (      )
(b) .No                                                                         (      )

24 What was the collateral required for the loan (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a). House                                                                    (      )
(b). Car                                                                        (      )
(c). Plot                                                                       (      )
(d).Households                                                           (      )
(e). Not applicable                                                      (      )

25. What do you think about the interest rates for loans? Are they too high (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a). Yes                                                                    (      )
(b). No                                                                     (      )
(c). Please specify the rate                                       (      )

26. Does servicing your loan affects negatively your financial performance?(Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Yes                                                                      (       )
(b).No                                                                       (       )

27 After a completion of repayment of first loan did you opt to continue for second loan? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a).Yes                                                                              (         )
(b) No.                                                                              (         )





28. Please indicate the level of your firm’s achievement adopted since started being financed by financial institutions in terms of the following aspects by putting a tick
in the box that corresponds to your situation















29 What are the barriers to the development of your enterprise please tick to the appropriate answer (Please tick as much as possible):
(a) Competition in business                                                    (     )
(b) High level of taxation                                                       (     )
(c) Low purchasing power of the population                        (     )
(d) Procedural difficulties in starting a company                   (     )
(e) Difficulty in accessing to credit facilities                         (     )
(f) Low coordination between financial institution and SME (    )
(g) Lack of qualification                                                       (      )
(h) Lack of market information                                            (      )
( i) Poor infrastructure facilities.                                          (       )
( j) Technological changes.                                                  (       )	
( k) Changes of exchanges rates.                                          (      )
( l) Lack of management skills                                             (      )
(m)Unstable legal environment                                           (      )
(n) Lack of business support and training                           (      )
(o) High interest rate                                                           (       )
(p) Others please specify                                                     (      )

30. Do you expect to expand the business in the future (Please tick appropriate answer?)
(a). Yes                                                                             (       )
(b). No                                                                             (       )

31 Which methods do you prefer in financing your business (Please tick as much as possible?)
(a) By using the retained earnings (profit).              (       )
(b) Venture capital                                                   (       )
(c)  Public markets                                                   (       )
(d)  Borrowing from friends relative                        (       )
(e)  Borrowing from commercial bank                     (       )
(f)  Borrowing from microfinance                            (       )
(g) Saccos                                                                  (       )
(h) Government support                                            (       )
(i)  Other please specify                                             (      )

32. Tick among those factors which prevent SMEs/ entrepreneurs borrowing from
financial institutions. (Please tick only as much as possible)
(a)  Lack of collateral                                                (       )
(b)  Lack of track records                                          (       )
(c)  Newness   in the business (start up)                    (       )
(d)  Lack of entrepreneur skills                                 (       )
(e)  Poor documentation                                            (       )
(f)  Corruption                                                           (      )
(g)  Competition from other borrower                       (      )
(h)  Too bureaucratic                                                (       )
(i)  High interest rate                                                (       )
(j)  Other please specify                                           (       )

33. Which of the following organizations support your organization? (Tick to the appropriate as much as possible)
(a) Bank and financial institutions.                          (      )
(b) Chamber of commerce                                       (      )
(c)  International donors                                          (       )
(d) Consulting companies and agencies                  (       )
(e) VETA                                                                 (       )
(f) SIDO                                                                  (       )
(g) TBS                                                                    (       )
(h) BET                                                                    (       )
(i) Others please specify.                                         (       )

34. If yes at what stage (Please tick as much as possible)
(a). Before creating a  business                                (     )
(b).During the process of business set up              (     )
(c) When my business started to grow                   (     )
(d). Whey my business started to have problems   (     )


Thank you for taking your time in filling this questionnaire.


Appendix 3.2: Research Questionnaire for Financial Institutions.
THE OPEN UNIVERSITY OF TANZANIA (OUT)
P.O. Box 23409
Dar es salaam.




Dear respondent the bearer of this questionnaire is an MBA student at The Open University of Tanzania (OUT). As par of this ongoing academic development he is required to conduct a research and write a report on The Role Financial Institutions on Success of Small and Medium Enterprises sector in Tanzania. You have been selected for purpose of this study and therefore requested in support to our country’s higher education sector, to complete this questionnaire and submit the same to its bearer.

Please note that the information to be collected will be treated with utmost confidentiality and used solely for academic purposes indicated hereon, thank you for your assistance and supporting us.

1. Name of your organization ……………………………………….

2. The permanent address of your organization …………………….

3. Years of Establishment……………………………………………

4. What is the major products /services) that your organization offers to SMEs,       (Please tick on the appropriate several answers possible)
a) Short term loan less than one year                      (      )
b) Long term loan over one year                             (      )
c) Saving                                                                 (      )
d) Training				                    (      )
e) Industrial hire-purchase for asset                        (      )
f)  Letter of credit                                                     (      )
h) Trust receipts (Safe keeping of documents)       (      )
i)  Export credit refinancing (ECR)                        (      )
J) Other please specify.                                           (      )

5. Are the criterion(s) for obtaining your services easily met by the SMEs?(Please tick appropriate answer)
(a) Yes                                                                      (      )
(b) No 				                               (      )

6.  How does your organization rank small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in the Provision of loan? (Tick to the appropriate situation)
(a) First priority                                                       (       )
(b) Second priority                                                  (        )
(c) Third priority                                                     (        )
(d) Neither of the above                                         (        )

7. What is interest rate offered by your organization to Small and Medium Enterprises/ Entrepreneurs………………..
Is it a flat rate? (Please tick appropriate answer)
(a) Yes                                                                   (        )
(b) No                                                                    (        )
















                              
Thank you for taking your time in filling this questionnaire
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